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EEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
11_01'K INSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1890.
South :-: Kentudky : : Coiiece
'..• For all diseases of the Throat and
.. Best Cough Cure.
1 Lungs, no remedy is so safe, speedyeandi4OPKINSViLLE. K. C.."4 TUC% -: certain as Ayer's Cherry PectoraL
AL. r1114:3 ricbc, Y4o. ..- itEe• ,.... v la ! - - • -14.1 *at - 1
"I find Ayer's Cherry Pectoral aa
An indispensable family medicine. - ...
Spring 'ftirm Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889.' Iannvda loutahbelre a irlemmeertitay offer theeoldath.rocaotuganhsi
lungs." - M. S. Randall, 201 Broadway,
friFi T et -i• 1 as e atIVSetisiges , tre ..et I . :1 I.. gl -h. -c 'lice. An- " I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Albany, N. Y.
efent Lenguagvst,'Vren-n. -.rmaii, ) •,-i... Aut. T.-!,,o•aphy
..- •.___.for bronchitis endShort-hand, Itook-kr• pints, T., lie-it I tilt, g , nit N01111:1 
Lung Diseases,Course. for 'which I believe it to be the greatestEntire -Xpf•TiSei tif Vtittlitz ladies. hoarding at the coll. ge.--
Caraway, N. C. .
medicine in the world." - James Miller,
irregular college eniss. s---need not tacked t 9,) per term ot " My wife had a distressing cough,five months; ti . yonng. men 1,oar .ing. w:th Prkf. Kttyken- wtritehd p:Irnisouisn tilibedsicitilneesa n, tbl ub:renasotn.e deli':Isi
dall more than '1" .501., $7-).:, t. iTi).- hii.li,J-ss coursi...--..n her any good until I got a bottle ofeluding Bak-keeping, Telez.:raphy, ;lion-ham' aryl Type-
her. A neighbor, Mrs. Glenn, had the
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral which has cured
writing, is tind. r i he direct 0 01 I of excellent teaclici•, and. thc measles, and the cough was relieved bymost reason'abie terms will lie extent4l—intich les, than at the use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. I
have no hesitation in recommendingregular Comnwrcial Colle,!.... this m,41icine."- Robert Horton, Fore-
All practical edneational W Ants can he nn.t at South man lleadlight, Morrillton, Ark.
"Ayer's Cherry Pectoral cured me otKentucky Uoiliage For Catah.guep, Circularg and inform:, a eevere cold which had settled on my
tiOtI, Address, lungs. My wife says the Pectoral helps
her more than any other medicine she..I.s.NlEs E. SGOBEY, President. ever used." -Enos Clark, Mt. Liberty,
fir ilt. C. KUYKENDALI.. Vice-Prealdent •Kansas._____ Ayer's Cherry Pectoral_._ 
,_........,0._ 
Caldw;::ta 81: ftandie,




WA A 4BLI di)
:iar.tre, Glassware, Que nstare, day and 'amps.,
1ST' H ISTRi ET HOP/f4. VILLE. KY.
- Bargams,Bargams.
Clearing Sidlo For TIN Next 30 Days.
k •
Ot Je• ke Room tor Sprir g Goods'
Prides Rrgarcless Cnst.
tif 8E UNDERSOLD al ANYBODY
MORRIS COHEN,
Shyer's Co ntr - - - 
14ID YbALT KNOW
Eno- reel. •• ee s
That th4 finest C -.;tom 31,de S.}1-qq e,) thei
irnetket can be foun,  at ao- e--4 t CC ?
HiliD YOU HEARD
That Jones & Co. defy competition in quality
and prices ?
•
DRY GOODS ! CARPETS 1
I argest and best aksortment in the city. Call on
jp-ons C CO .
131EILi—twaiiriss.
N. Tobin & Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
irtiti
tioi)kinsville 9 fe .. Kentucky•I, .., . *swift! attention given to orders from a diatanee.
.r. NT.Te•An,orthe arm Of NI Tobin .5 Co.. haajust returned trim the sat wher• nepu reh vied a fun •i••1 eoestil to llne of one W001 oil.. tor ra.1 and winter parties neelln?





We Wile 30 egpectel attenttou or farmers to the followiug special
lines of snoods wbiab we intend to sell at the lowest poseible price. All
Guaralliged to b6 First-Cli-iss.
1:mpite Fertilizer Wheet Drills,




Model of Good Fertilizers.
Bone Meal,




BM ere tat re Hardware,
White
1 LI d Oil,
lied Paint,
,
Paint 14011 Fire Brick.
















ENE WILLIAM': MED PAIIT:.











•Dr. J. C. Ayer & Cm, Lowell, Masse
Bold by an Druggitis. Pries $1; di bottles.
If You Have
WO appetite. Indigestion. Pi at uleneo.
Nick Headache. -all ruin down." too.
lag flesh, y ou will lad
otts Pill
iihe remedy you need. They tension
the weak stomaele and build tap the
flagging energies. Isoniferera front
mental or phy sie-al ea ern ook will f Hid
relief from them. N •toscur coated.
SOLD EVI:RYIV H
Fir i5 ..r.ir i .-. ,7 C .4, ' ' .,.4 at
Bet. Third ••,•.iFsurth, ......T GilL-1110 Ki1 .. I
:7.-21 3IarketM.reet•
A ...Mini/7 -I .........1 a I Iremilt n,,,,,..1 ,L,.,.. '. .t b.
w.ot sa,e...f,.. a• no pract, e wt.. IA. ,,
ifilcvsNitl, LrdvissiSiEllvatIl
Spere;atorrhea and ILanpoteney,
... t .5 re.. t • f *ed. ob.00 to yoaz. •rx.I rx,....re In ins-
t.q• p.m eg ether nom, sod procou ibi oar of Co 14-
MO.'S 44looto, No; lototoar. beet Wm . 04.400 4. 1 • ,1014 MAP-wow OterraW. Disarm a 541,4 Dd.,' ,. wow, no.
"-al Mew% llosiew se ewe, AorroOta to :amok of iroo,tdr.
....hew of Now, low of best... P.o.e.. Se_ nnart:n4
Rana, *raptor., or unlityr,. ere themeghl, an isesi•
S'n' ' SYPHILIS 1"""".1,—." '''''..-
"r , ,,...„..,.. - • .• • eas Gonorrhea,
0 J.,,r,..z• , "-.• .. t ..,.., ..,...itttio. korai, or Roo......,.re I aerlotoor pm. . tr 4104.1441,4 timmit • euftel.
that t y.t, •Inkt, • In. ro...; oortol•iereeissttml....r., lomat.. loot 4144•1114.14: 11.••••••Is •Nuo-
WI,. amass eau ;Os& Phroecia•. Au. • it, et . • he< oho.
to.woelowl ono to ro%caro. lit I.en it I. Incenten...., Is0,4FL
•1•4 din treatment. weldor.; roa bo opo proo•oly
do . Andy mall or tsp.,. •144• L.,.
Caren Guaranteed in all Cases
nntiertaken.• .•••• ,s, .. ,..•-,,,,es or 1..• 1.••••r •••••• wn.4 .•••,. ̂F.
• .
• PRIVATE COTINSELOIS
Of PIO mires. rot to any seAr"... ••ettrely ••••'...d, ear On.%)
,..0 c.... ... ........t Ire Fr 4 I, al. *ACT,. as •;.,11.
Ogre Won from • ... IL So 9 P.M. Simasys. sus r. a.
nrocedenrtd •Attraction!
ovER M iLloN Ile...Tete' TED.
1,11119alli IdtP. LONEY COMP y
Incorporated by the Legislature in isle. for
Educations/ and 'ft Noll& purpooes. and ltr
franchise made it part of the preeent State
constitution, in KV, by an overwhelming
popular sot,.
Ito MAMMoTH DRAWINGS lake Place
siemi-Annuaity, c.Jene ane December.; and
its GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of throther ten
F
ades of the year. and are alldrawn in
eabnl,,ic..ir the Aeademy of Musle.New or-
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Paynient of Prizes.
Attester! am follows:
"We do hereby certify that we rupervise the
arrangeniento for all the monthly :tad Semi-
Annual Drawinits of The Louisiana State Lot-
tery C ,,,,, pany, and in person mailings and
oontrol tin! Drawings tbenowlvos. and that
:he same are conducted with fitlr-
uesvi, and In good faith toward all parties, and
we authorise the I 'ompany to ure this certifi-
cate. with fae-mttnilts of our signatures at-
tached In Its advertisements."
Commissioners.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn In The Louisiana
State Letteries which may be presented at
our counters.
R.N. WALMSLET, I.0111•111111R NRI. Bk.
PI IICRIt E LAN•rx, Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. BALDWIN, Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Bk.
Cato. Kouz, Pres. Union National Bank.
Grand Monthly rrawing,
At the Academy of Music. New Orleans,
Tuesday, March II,
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
I 00,093 Tickets at VA); Halve., tile Quarters
$5; Tenths r2; Twentieths 31.
LIST 01, PRIZIRS 
1 PRIZE ()F PROM is 000.0001 .. of Mate is. .... ion,000
1 " of - . IF 50,000
I " of '25, is  Z5,000
2 PltIZES of note are . '..3.0.100
of 5011/ are . Z14000
M “ of 1,000 are 25,000
100 " of 500 are  50,000
200 " of SOO are  ti0,000
600 " of ZUO are . 101,0100
• APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of 1.500are .... . . $ 50.000
100 " of SOO are .. . . . . 30.000
NM " of 3111 are 20,000
TERMINAL razzes.




3,134 -Prizes. amounting to . 31.114000
Notts.-Ticket* drawing Capital Prises are
not entitled to terminal Prizes-.
AGENT'S WANTED.
eir- FOR CLUB Barks. or any ftirther In-
tio-niat ion desired, write legibiy to the under-
.11ft1Pti, clearly stating your residence, with
-tat.% Copular. Street and N More
rapid return Mail delivery will be assured I,y
your rtirl,mint an En% elope bearing your full
add Ft •••
IMPORTANT.
kddress M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
m. A. D.% UP11 IN
Warhington, D C
By orilinory letter, eontaliling Money tinder
issued by all Expresei C pallier. New York
Exchange. Draft or Pootai Note.
A DDR/111 ftreitsresen L- ETTERS CONTAIN-
'S() Cealikai'lf To
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleana, La.
"REM EM HR. that the pavment of Prises
is til'A NTEFD HY Porn NeT1DNAI,
RANKS of New I irleanr. and theTicketm arc
signed by the President of an Inialtiolon,
whose "bartered rights are recognized in the
highest courts; therefore. bewareof all imita-
tions or anony mows achetnes."
• E DOLLA It Is the price of the smelled
part or fraction of a Ticket 1551' En ay cs
in tiny DTHWItig. Anything in our name of-
!erred for less than a bollar lots swindle.
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Of Kentucky University. LEXINGTON,
N. Sy. Corner It IN and 1-PY•ER Streets,
oppoolIe Court II wow,
WILBUR R. SMITH. PRESIDENT.
itsa sod lloworra Celled%
It W. fir It a ..? t/.i• •• I .1 .h• Gold
11/..1.1 ••4 I n. II •••.• Werld'• oPooldoe. tor
44.441 R.444L.11i (444.1.$11, 1,44.tit 414.14 erocrel Ilmolares
E•lowellkw. ...tent. In ••••••A • •- ps•t •ar
,-••• in •t•.• e,t •...i r•-•...i.••. 10.11100 Grwl seta.
ke.4...-0o.
•I Mr.% . ,•.18.•••rclal
"•,•. blo.00o•Atoto • r.....k;•/. .I..Inv So. k M•••.taturIkat.
1..4•••• ts,••••.,,if• rn.,•,•••••town.
Itreee.... 'do.y.e. ...own.. • ,•• n Ate noser,
• • • ..; . ...n. 01100. sloot.Used.Typs.
•111,,r woo/ Tolography or.• owerleltleol tl•nnAl
. • • .....• • ItA Or. R11011114.011
• - I • 4••••••••••• Loll; PriseIna. emplaolt.
0I1J-X..' • i 444. 0.•-•1•0 /1•••k.1•••1 1•.! a-r s..i•asta,...4s, a, c....e.ese. • se, Ont. • 1.1. 15 per...oath.
•itnin •11,1 n.•4•••• r/••••••• ••• •••• at •
nein. ,•-•• •.•••••• pas man* • 'to NW,
PON. tor a --he•• 4•II. •••• .ott•••1 &le CAW,. "..• • wier
aka. In; 13.s.1••••• n•qt•••fttl. C F.., .•areelst•
Memo W11,111'11 IL %MI ;TH. Latinate.. Er.
•
A IIINER:SSUNDAY
A Memory Picture From "Way
Back in the 15os "
PRF:NTICE MULFORD'S NOTE BOOK
rhe Morninff Sabbath Thoughts.
HOW Ho ,tilorned Himself-Where He
Went-Sunday Devotions-More Poker
Than Praise- "Catup"-Cam p Talk.
ICopyrighted. 18/0, by the Autboul
IX.
HIS is the Sun-
. 
day sun t hat
streains through
the cabin window and through the
:Melee of the cabin wall.
It is Ow earne sunshine as that of the
weekday Yet as the miner wakes and
realizes it is Sunday it has a different
aeprestance. and conveys a different im-
petesion from that of the weekday sun.
I: -.en thing seems more quiet. wore rest-
ful, and even more caid and serious.
There belongs to it and to the landscape
as he loeks out a flavor of far-away
eastern Sebliatli bells and Sunday morn-
ing's hush and longer family prayer
than usual and Sunday school. But
there is not a church bell within ten
miles, and there never will he one heard
on this fiat. There is not the lean ap-
proach to church society or religious
organizaton or observance. There is
not, so far as known. so much as a man
in the least religiously inclined. We
are a hard lot. 'No work on the claim
to-day. The pick and shovel will rest
where thrown Saturday afternoon, and
reily a trickle of yellowish water from
tire reservoir will seep through the long
line of sluices instead of yesterday's
muddy surge rushing through-sand,
grarel. and grating pebble and bowlder.
Rut there is work of another sort to
be done and a great deal of it. After
brelkfast. shaving. That small mirror
of most imperfect glass, whose reflec-
tion distorts the features, screyseng up
one side of the face and enlarging the
other in an unnatural fashion, is suit-
ably adjusted. A smell of soap pervades
tire air. lie lathers and shaves and re-
tethers and reshaves with a tedious and
painful precision, the while making
laces at himself in the glass as he brings
one portion of his countenance after
another more directly under the sweep
of the razor. In some cases_ he conies
off with a few scratches or_ leaves a
hirsute oasis here and there of uncut
iristle. Black pantaloons. a white shirt.
felt or straw hat, a linen duster and
the Sunday boot'. This is his dandy
outfit. In his pocket is a buckskin
purse, once yellow. now faded to a dull
gray, holding gold dust, a few ounces
more or less, perhaps flee, perhape ten.
It is the company dust and is to be
sold and turned into bright, yellow gold
pieces. And why all this preparation?
"To go to camp." Camp ie three miles
away over the mountain yonder. A
group of ramshackle cabins, alternating
with saloons. three grocery stores, a
lead. an express office and a justice of
the peace, all in a hot gulch, with hill-
sides lone ago swept of trees, scarred
with cuts and streaked with patches of
dry yellowish ledge. "Camp" to him
has all the importance and interest of a
great metropolis, It is the center of
news. The stage passes through it on
the stay to a larger camp. Two hoes
gamblers reside there. There is a faro
game .011 occasions, a billiard table with
a mountainous sort of bed, where the
balls roll as they ideaeet and after an ec-
centric fashion of their own.
The camp is for him the first nerve
renter of civilization and the only eutlet
to the great world which he has left.
You, fried' from the great city, regard
this dilapidated place as an out of the
way corner: but to him, living on his
remote fiat, with but two cables in sight
for as many miles. camp is a place of
importance.
lie repairs first to the Magnolia. He
has long in imagination seen it from afar.
How cool is the big barroom. The land-
lord keeps the floor well wet down. That
Magnolia floor is one of the few Owes
where water. unmixed with other fluid,
is ueeful and grateful. How comforting
and soothing is the first drink. A long
drink in a long tumbler, with plenty of
ice, soda water and whisky. If heaven
be anywhere as a material locality it is
in that first cool drink after a three mile
July tramp over the kiln dried hills and
herbage of the California foothills. The
Magnaa is the social heart center of
caTmhies
re he finds the doctor. The doctor
drinks with him. The doctor drinks with
everybody. There, too, is the justice of
tle. peace. The justice drinks with him.
The justice holds his court at the Mag-
nolia. The proprietor of the Magnolia is
the camp conetable, and between drinks
during trial calls viva vote the witneeees
in the cafes The judge drinks-with him.
The judge generally drinks. The prin-
sipal camp gambler is at the Magnolia.
lie takes a light drink. He is a wise man
and knows the advantage and profit of
keeping a cool head, The regular camp
drunkard sits in the rear in one of the
arm ehair.4 back of the billiard table.
They stand in a row at the bar. The
barkeeper is mixing the -long" and the
short drinks. Each nein waits, says
nothing and eyes every motion of tile
bartender. The silence is impreesive.
All is ready. Each glees is grasped and
raised. ana then from each to each, and
more than all, from all to the drink
donor. there is a nod, that incantatory
phrase is uttered, -Well, here's luck,"
and the poison is down. As it rasps,
they call "Ahem!" with varied degrees
of modulation. But this is a careful
and prudent miner, and he now repaint
to the store. There his dust is weighed,
weld, and the week's provision ordered.
His combined partneite sdiveys" are
put aside in a lump and safely stored.
Now the weight is off his mind. Ile re-
turns to the attractions of camp.
These are not numerous. There is the
Magnolia. the Bella Unien. the Court
Exchange, the post and express office.
There are the "boys." He learns the
news of the county or district. The
Mount Vernon is paying $4 per day.
Long Shortman has gone on another
spree and hasn't done any work for the
last ten days. Jimmy McNeil has sent
for his wife's sister. She is unmarried-
Sullivan has had another row with his
wife and she has complained to the
authorities. Sam Gedney is going to
run for county cleek on the Democratic
ticket. Bob Delmame lost $200 at the
game the other night. A San Francisco
wrapany have bought the Crazy gulch
yeasts lead and will pot a ten-stamp
mill on is. The schoolmaster was drunk
last Friday night. Ford shot at Mt:Gillis
the other night, but did not hit him.
There is scandal and talk concerning the
Frenchwoman who keeps the peanut
stapd. and the justice of the peace, The
Wiley girls, two sisters, who hereof*.
oently moved into camp, are making a
sensation, and their small parlor at times
won't hold the crowd of semi-bald and
unconsciously middle aged miners and
others whoare calling on them with pos-
sible matrirncny in prospective.
They may pass along the street about
the middle of the afternoon, and such
I "ragging out" was never seen before inthis_ camp. The curious have in vest igat-
ed the tracks made by their little gaiters
in the red dust of the upper road. and GAs
report them the smallest feet ever seen
in this sectinm. Billy bevins. of the
Blue-jay claim. is thought to have the
best show e ith the eldest. and Goldber- sem,. p, „., „.,, „ „41 Fowls
ry, of the livery stable, with the young-
est. No. Ile won't let his best horse
and buggy to anybodY now, and seises
her'out riding three times a week. But
they're snappy and uncertain, and fi0-
body can count on them for a certainty.
So runs the week's news, which he picks
up with sundry drinks.
Ile enjoys the luxury of a hotel din-
ner-a dinner he is not obliged to pre-
! pare with his own hande-a decidedly
plain dinner ittemetropolitun estimation,
but to him. commencing with soup and
ending with pie. a sumptuous repast.
It is moonlight, and he takes his way
back by the old trail home. Old not in
years. but in aasociation. It is but the
tract of twenty years or so, yet for hen
how old is it in thought. How many.
many times lie has traveled over its
That poker game is going on in one
corner of the Magnolia. The "hard
case" from over the hill is trying to beat
it. He has boen so trying every Sunday
night in that same saloon and in that
same corner for the held twenty years.
He has grown old in trying. It has kept
him poor, yet lie thinks he can play
poker. Ile is encouraged in this im-
pression by a considerate few. He
works for them. They 'escoop him in"
regularly. lle will go home to-morrow
morning. and during the w S wash out
a couple of ounces mere fer the benefit
of "Scotty" and "Texas."
It is 11 O'clock and time to go home.
That three mile walk is before him: he
has taken as many drinks as is prudent,
possibly one or two more. The camp
saloon revelries are beginning to quiet
down. Most of the prominent drunks
have fallen in the cause. The chronic
drunk of the camp is talking at the bar.
But ;re will thus talk all night; he never
stops talking-or drinking. lie has been
here more or less drunk ever since 18.12.
fie is pfienomenal and not a standard for
ordinary intemperate*. Almost every
camp has known such a drunkard. Some
are alive yet. They are of the immortal
few not born to die. It would be mad-
ness to compete with such.
So lie sets out on las lonely walk. Of
how much has he thought while plod-
ding over it. Here the same big buck-
eye brushes against his face as it did in
the "spring of '50," when he was twenty
years younger and had a sweetheart in
the '•States," whose memory seas fresh
end warm. It has all died out since.
The letters became less and less, the
years more and more, and then all came
to a dead standstill, and he received the
village paper, and there, appropriately
below the column of deaths, he read of
her marriage. whereat he went to camp
and plunged wildly into all the concert
saloon could give, and made things howl
and boldly challenged the chronic puker
game and won.
The trail turns suddenly. It has run
over the rocks by the river, its trai/ at
times for ninny feet almost illegible, a
vague. smeutlily worn streak over ledge
and tootle bowlike& polished and strewn
with new white sand and pebbles by
some unusually high freehet. But here
the sheliing bank suddenly ceases. It
becomes a precipice. Up the hard worn
path ill the red earth he climbs forty,
rifts,. sixty- feet. It is closely hedged
with cheiuieal. Now he emerges near
the brow of the high, rocky bluff. In
all its moonlit glory eurges, (nibbles and
roars the ricer below. Its yellow nauddi-
mess of the day is now changed to a dark
shade of brown. with tremulous silver
bars. Night and the moon are the art-
iste. PRZlirTIC'l Mu Let PRD
VOLUME XX. NO. 34
coninomicated.:




CoNcoRD, KY., Feb. 15, 1890.
Rev. W. M. Hal) failed to fill his
appointment at Concord Saturday
and Sunday ; cause unknown. I
suppose, however, that sickness in
his homily prevented his coming, as
he is very punctual in filling his ap-
pointments. -
There is prayer meeting at Concord
church every Sunday evening, and I
hope the members of the church will
remember this and come out some-
time'', that we may know who you
are.
The Farmerts' and Laborers' Union
met at Davis school-houee last Satur-
day night, and elected the following
officers for the ensuing year: W. C.
Davis, president; James B. Reeder,
vice president; Charley Lacy, secre-
tary. The balaece of the offices were
filled with good aud competent men.
The union meets agaiu ou Saturday,
41e 2.1:d lust., at 1 o'clock. I hope all
the members will be present and re-
ceive the new work, as important
business will come up at this meet-
ing and a full turnout is desired.
Squire Jamey Johuson, F. S. Men-
eham and Wesley Armstrong have
been appointed commissioners to di-
vide up the estate of \V. C. DAVIS, de-
ceased. There will be a sale to-day at
his late residence.
Mr. W. H. Reeder's children. have
all been sick. His eldest daughter,
Miss Willie, has been quite sick for
several days, but I hope the will soon
recover.
Messrs. Alex. Wileon andJames D.
Stewart were the guests of Mr. W. C.
Davis a few days ago.
Miss Emma Courtney, the belle of
the Concord neighborhood, commeetc-
ed a subscription school in the north-
ern part of our district Monday, Feb.
10th. We already have a school at
the school-houee, anti if we had one
in the southern portion ef our district
we would send out more statesmen
than any distriet in the State of Ken-
tucky. •
Mrs. Lucy A. Davis, of Madieon-
ville, is visiting the family of her
brother-in-law, Mr. W. C Davis.
I hope every Kentuckian will read
with care the reply of Gov. Buckner
to the resolutions passed by the
Wheelers at Bowling Green. If all
of the offices in Kentucky were filled
with such men as Buckner, what a
glorious State we would have, and
how proud we poor people would be
to know that the old ship of State
was in such hands. Three cheers for
Buettner!
Mr. Louis Elgin, of the N'auglin's
chapel neighlerrhood, will addrees the
Fairmere' and Laborers' Union at
Davis school-house Feb. 22d, at 1
o'clock.
In nay next eommunication 1 pro-
poee to ask a few quertions that are
of interest to the people of Chriettan
county and of Kentucky. Hurrah
for the regiteration bill! Make it a
law. FLosev.
A epectmen Brick.
The New Kite desires to point out
for the instruction of thoite interest-
ee a •pecimen of the general seheme
of discrimination precticed agaiust
Hopkineville by the•L.& N. railroad.
This morning a firm of this place
received an article -el' freight billed
from Boston, Idealist° Louisville and
from Louleville here. The entire
freight charge was $13.31, divided as
follows: From ilostou to Louisville,
$3.31; from Louisville to Hopkins-
vine, $10.
Think of this, you men who are in
business and who- are expected to
eompete with other markets, for over
a thousand miles to a place with Non-
'feting railroads $.3.31, for 170 miles
to Hopkiesville where there are no
competing rates, nearly three times
as much. It Is infamous.
P.iintedly and Plainly stared.
Our city council at a reeent tueet-
ing rescinded the "exclusive right"
portion of a franchise granted a short
time ago by the old board to S. H.
Turner and hie associates to establish
an electric light plant in our city.
This action may have been taken,
prompted by what our council be•
Heves! to be the best interests of the
city. If so, it certainly was done
hastily and without the consideration that they could effect a change, but pleased with the present legislaturethe case demanded, or they would they put themselves on record before , as a body of sober, industrious, hardmost likely have seen different! y• the country. The bent speeches working, honest men, much aboveTo a casual obeerver this action duriug the ii• kale were made bY I the average et such bodies. The ho-/night at first sight seem to have been
the result of good judgment and dis-
cretion, and by its passage our city
put beyond the reach of monopolies,
but to the ehrewd business mind a
moment's reflection will plainly re-
veal how our citizens, and probably
the council itself, have been the vic-
tims of a "deep laid scheme" planned
by "long, sharp heads," and how this
action on the part of the council,
rattier than furnishing us conipeti-
lion, placed es more firmly with-
in the grasp of the gas monopoly.
Our citizens all know how hard it
is to induce capital to take held of
any public enterprise in Hopkins-
elite, even when we offer every in-
ducement our city affords; and with-
out offering the "exclusive franchise"
in enterprises of this kind we can
never hope to enjoy them, as the city
does tot possess the natural advant-
ages or proportions necessary to in-
duce these enterprises upon their
own merits.
'Iltsn Mr. Turner and his associ-
ates asked for the exclusive privi-
lege of erecting au electric light plant
in cur city it was not from any sel-
fish motives, but was because they
knew that was the only way capital
could be induced to take hold of it.
With a gas company already here to
compete with, and a contract already
in the hands of this gas company lor
the "exclusive privilege" of lighting
our streets for three years yet to
come, what iuducement could be
held up to capital to invest? The
consummtaion of: Mr. Turner's plans
would have ifecured to the city two
independent methods of lighting,
running in full competition with
each other. The old board quickly
saw the benefit the city would derive
in this move, and at once grasped
the opportunity of securing for our
citizens this long wished for compe-
tition and greeted Mr. Turner and
his associates this franchiee.
Mark the immediate effect: the
price of gas was reduced, the quality
improved-the old smoke brushed
from our street lamps, a uew street
lamp of new deeign and enhanced
illuminating power was placed on
our moot promineut business corner,
as if to show this new born competi-
tor what the gas company had in
store for them if they should dare
invade their territory.
This never discouraged Turner and
his men. It was what they desired,
and the stock was 150013 all subscribed.
The gas company failing in this at-
tempt to diecourage them, 'secretly
opened negotiations to buy Turuer
out, and gent amain here for that !pur-
pose. But they soon found out Mr.
Turner did not get his franchise for
that purpose, and could not be han-
dled iu that way. Their next step
was to have their attorney work on
the new board of Council, bringing
all their intloence around that body,
and by fine oratory and plausible ar-
guments, induce the Council to so
change Mr. Turner's franchiee as to
render it worthless, and make it im-
possible to get capital to invest in it.
Their success in this way was com•
plete, and the city's chances for com-
petition in lights was blotted out, and
this was the object of the move on
the part of the gas company.
THE DESP(Yrie It L' LES CAPITAL CIeLLISIGes
Ike laiwer House le' Congress An Interesting and Newsy Epistle
.Atliipted hy a Strict Party Prom Frankfort.
Vote.
The establishment of au electric
light plant in Hopkinsville at some
day in the near future was sure to
come, and was, in fact, on the eve of
accomplishnuent, aud no oue knew
this better than the shrewd beads
managing the gas eompany. If that
company could establish it first and
get it in operation before any one else
thew knew this would virtually shut
others out, whether they have the
"exeiusive franchise" or not, as capi-
talists are not prone to invest money
iu enterprises of that kind in citiee
the size of Hopkinsville when one
electric light plant already exists,
and just for the glory of competition.
In what way weuld the cal/gene be
benefited by having the gas company
build an electric light plant here and
run it in connection with their gas
works? Would it bring us competi-
tion? Wouid it not be far better for
our city fathers to give the exclusive
franchise to an independent com-
pany and thereby insure us competi-
tion?
This is the only way it can be
procured. Is it supposed there would
ever have been a gas pipe laid in our
streets unlees the gas company had
beeu given an "exclusive franchise"
for a term of years, and a contract to
light the city for ten years? Would
the telephone exchange have been
established except for this induce-
ment, and can our citizens expect to
seeure the edvantages of a street
railway without the exclusive prisvi-
lege ?
It is to be hoped the Council 4111
at once reconsider this matter and
restore to Turner and associates this
franchise as it was, that the good




Seated next to Maj. Mitchell, in the
Bates House dining room yesterday,
was a man 50 years old. as lively es a
;nen of 50. He had been relating the
story of a wild spree he once had,
telling how hie horse had thrown
him and he imagined an elephant
Was about to step on him. "The next
day was my birth day," said the old
man, "and my wife had invited a
number of our friends to come help
us celebrate the event, anti here 1
was, drunk as a lord. When I got
into the house I saw that my wife for
the first time since I had known her,
looked as if her heart was ready to
break. I felt ashamed of myself. I
sat down in my chair aud began to
think what an ornery CUSP I was. I
Pulled ott my coat, kicked off my
shoes, and dropped on my knees be-
side a bed. I never prayed before in
all my life, and I never will forget
that prayer. It was short and to the
poins I maid right there before that
bed'.
"'Oh, Lord, help me to quit drink-
ing, for d-d if I can stop.'
prayer was heard. I got up
the next morning without the least
desire to drink. 1 didn't have a head-
ache, and when the folks came to the
house, they were as much surprised
to find me wilier as I was to be that
way myself. That was eleven years
ego, and I have never tasted liquor
since."
Young Johnson, S. I B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
bounce 'Owen's Pink Mixture' the
best for teething children." For sale
by all &tweets
FRANKFORT, KY., Feb. 12, '90.
EDITOR NEW ERA-No doubt a let-
ter from the eapital will be of inter-
est to your readers, since the legible-party vote, as per the dictum of the ture is iu session and many things
Republican eaucus. The five days' are occurring which are of generaldebate was conducted with a good interest. ,
deal of elecoruni. The Democrats First 1 wish to say that I have beenwere very much in earnest and ' here nearly a week and have formedargued the constitutionality end
precedent involved in the proposed
change. Fhe Democrats had no idea
Wastrisonev, D. C. Feb. 18.-The
revolutionary rules of the Howie
were adopted yesterday by a strict
Mills, Buckalew, McMillau,Spring-
er, Hatch, Dockery, Holman and
Crisp. Mr. Carlisle has been suffer
log with a severe attack of pleurisy
during the pate few days and has
been unable to attend the ressions of
the House. For a while the
Democrats intended not to vote
on the final roll call,
but force the Republicans to
produce their own quorum. Mr. Car-
lade gent word, however, that it
would be better for the Democrats to
put themselves on record as voting
against the rules. He said that the
Democrat'. forced Reed to bring in
the rules, and that they would ap-
pear before the country in better form
by votiug and registering their pro-
test. In consequence the Democrats
voted on the fluid roll call. During
the long debate the Republican's made
effbrt to defend the rules on philo-
sophical or logical grounds. They
appealed to cheap expediency in
every instance. McKinley absented
Limeelf during the contest and Joe
Cannon bossed the Republican side
under the direction of Reed. The
two Republicans who came to the
front during the debate as the prize
asses were Alfred Alexander Taylor,
of Tennessee, and Harritson Kelly, of
Kansas Both nominated Reed for
the Presidency, and were [so fulsome
in the performance of the lick-epittal
act that Reed was forced to leave the
chair while they were talking. It
will no doubt please Tennesereans to
know that iu the contest for chief
demagogue of the House, Alf Taylor
came out No. 1. It is probable that
iu the contested election case of At-
kinson vs Pendleton will be the next
baldness called up. The Democrats
will sustain Pendleton's title, not-
withstanding that he has made him-
self very obnoxious to them during
the eession. He has been toadying to
the Republicans. pitiably with the
hope of being kept in his seat. Hut
every Republican will vote to diem las
him.
Let the Negro Moue.
Ex-Governor Chamberlain, former-
ly carpet-bag governor of SOU th Caro.
lina, has seen a great light on the ne-
gro queetiou, and speaks out his sen-
timents boldly and clearly. In a re-
cent speech before the Boston Re-
turn' Club be said:
What, then, Is the duty of the
North in respect to thie problem,
what is Boston's and Massachusett's
duty, what is the duty of all patriotic
men? I answer with my whole
maid and conecience, their duty is to
let the negro alone! I know no duty
more imperative than to apply the
gag of public reprobation and con-
tempt to the mouths of such ghoul-
like demagogues as Chandler and
Ingalls. Cam a patriotic American
conceive of a more unpatriotic and
infamous course of conduct-infa-
mous towards the negro as well se
the white man of the South-than
without other than a cold-blooded
partisan aim, to arouse the hatred
of both races towards each other, to
set the negro aad white man at each
other's throats, while they, in coward-
ly safety, in New Hanipehire and
Kansas, look on at the bloody results.
And ouch men, God save the mark!
are our Senators and Republican
leaders! W'hen President Harrison
calls for a "bugle blast," or Depew
discourifes Solemnly of our duty to
defend a free ballot, let us be brave
enough and manly euough to tell
them that such thunder is a stage
trick which has had its day of Suc-
cess, and the real point of danger to
a free ballot anti to American institu-
tions lies in the means anti methode
which in the last election carried
New York for Harrison.
The negro is to-day working out
his own salvation where he is, with-
out your help. He is doing infinitely
better than when you tried to help
him, than when you tried to protect
him by bayonets. You left him in
1578, in order to save the preeidency
for the Republican party, to hir fate.
He has met that fate, and met it well.
You have done all you can do for
him. The only effective protection
he can have under our system of gov-
ernment is the protection of the
stronger race with which his lot is
cast.
The Tobacco Outlook.
The Clarksville correspondent of
the Nashville American makes the
following remarks on the prospects
for tobacco planting in the Clarksville
district this year:
The planting of tobacco in this dis-
trict this year will be small; possibly
not one-half a crop will be *et out.
Farmers last year who planted small
crops anti attended to them well and
brought their tobacco into market in
good condition, received $2 or $3 per
hundred more for ft than they expect-
ed, owing to the very low prices rang-
ing on the market. As soon as the
tobacco dealers had canvaseed the
county they saw' that the Ise!' crop
would fall below the estimate made,
and this caused a good deal of com-
petition, and even the very low grades
ad voiced in proportion with the It al.
Buyers will begin to market th ir
purchases about May or June next,
and if it is known by that time that a
large crop is put out prices will de-
cline aud they will lose heavily and
he nearly driven out of the trade next
year and throw everything into the
same condition as 188S, when it proved
so unlucky ter the planters. If a
slart crop is planted it will allow the
dealers a fair profit when they will
be able to go into the market next
year with more vigor than for some
time.. The best way out eeems to be
for the farmers to plant half a crop,
cultivat4e it well, keep it free from
worms and handle it to the best of
their ability.
The American Central Insurance
Co., represented by Judge John W.
McPherson, and the Northern, of
London, represented by Buckner &
Hays, have itatiefactorily adjusted
the losses on the stock of Metiers.
Clark & Johnson, without waiting for
the customary sixty days' time.
Messrs. Wyly & Burnett received a
very handsome soda fountain this
morning, which cost $800. They in.
tend to have it up and ready for use
by the 1st of March.
the acquaintance of many members
of the Senate and House, and from
all I can see and learn I am much
tele were crowded and I found it dif-
fieult to get a place to stay ; so my
friends, Hon. H. B. Clark, our Re-
presentative, and Senator Lunsford.
from Madieonville, kindly offered to
share their room with tue. If you
want to find out a man live with him
awhile, is an old proverb; and
must say, while I have always had a
very high appreciation of three gen-
tlemen, that I have learned to love
anti respect them as not before. They
are industrious, hard working men,
looking to the interest of their con-
stituents as few watch the interests
of othere. Hon. H. B. Clark is cer-
tainly working for the interest of all
our people irrespective of party. He
is a good, honest, true man. And as
for Senator Luneford, any section
may be proud of such a man. But I
am not employed as the attorney for
these friends because they were kind
to me, but I speak in their praiee be-
cause they merit it.
There are many questions of inter-
est now before the legislature. The The Other Side.
Eddyville penitentiary and removal Hear the other side of the negro
of the capital are receiving a full question, gentlemen of the north,
share of attention. Regarding the from their own standpoint. The
former I will say that it is the uui- Christian Soldier, of Lexington, Ky.;
versal testimony of the members who a newepaper owned and edited by a
lately visited that it was one of the colored man, says this:
best buildings in the State, but it had "Whatever may be true of the out-
and would cost more money than the rages against the colored people of
people are willing to pay these hard the South, it is a fact beyond dispute
times, but it is too late to go back on that the colorer' people, from a MA-
Gen. Lyon and past legislation. terial standpoint, are doing ten-fold.
Most of the work was done and had better in the South than they are in
to be completed in order to make the North. In Texas alone they own
whet lied beeu done available. So it 1,000,000 acres ofdand and pay taxes
was the general opinion that all the on $20,000,000 worth of property.
necessary funds would be appropriat- Their groceries and stores are patro-
ed to complete it. And as for the nized by the best white people, and
Maeon-Foard ('o. muddle, it was gen- some of the heaviest building coo-
erally -weeded that there was 'loth- tractors are colored men, and in no
ing in it. Of course the prisoners case do you hear of white men throw-
were not always treated as they ing down their tools and leaving a
should be, but the leseees were not building because colored men are
always rerponsible for this, but where employed. Fair dealing papers',
they were they showed a willingness which rightfully condemn outrages
to correct wronge and do what was againet our people by the rougbe,
right. There is more smoke than 
should not overlook this point. Let
tire in this whole matter. 
the world have both sides of this
wonderful itory."
I visited the penitentiary, saw It s
ouers at their work aud at their meals
aud while violators of the law cannot
expect to get the best hotel fare, and
yet what I saw watt good enough to
keep soul and body together, their
work was light, but constant and
fare substantial. I had the privi-
lege of shaking the hands of
many of the prisoners who recog-
nized me, none more rejoiced to see
rue than "Dummy," our deaf and
dumb colored man who went from
our town. "Uncle Reek Radford",
WAN looking feeble and much the
worse by his eonfinement; poor old
man, I had known him in better days,
and while I hau no doubt of his guilt
yet my heart went out in sympathy
for him. Luther Radford is looking
well, the keepers say he is self-willed
and hard to manage, yet I hope he
will realize that the way of the traria.
gressor is hard and make the best of
it. I saw several others that I would
like to mention.
From the penitentiary I turn my
attention to the superior court-room,
here Utiuti our old friend and neigh-
bor Sam Gaines at his post with the
manic genial %mile that he had years
ago when I offered him $:Z for half of
the NEW Ett• for two weeks. Sam
is always in a good humor and hie
friends are always glad to see him.
So much for smiles. They don't cost
much but help a heap.
Here I learned from tholes who
ought to know that there was no
chance to get a reversal of the decis-
ion ou the 0. V. railroad case. Well,
we had just as well throw up the
sponge and quit trying unless we can
get an independent railroad to the
Cumberland river. Mark what I say,
this is our only hope for relief from
monopoly.
Your readers may ask: "What is
Brother Metialfe doing at Frankfort
em long?" Well, I will tell you. I
was appointed by the Grange to look
after legislation for the betterment of
the farmer. I was informed by Com-
missioner Wilson that our time had
come. So I ent to see what eould
be doue. On lookiug around I found
that there were about forty members
of the House and many members of
the Senate farmers or had been
twist there by the farmers' organiza-
tions to represent their interests, but
they were at sea and knew uot what
to do. The great trust bill was likely
to prove more than they wauted, and
many other questions concerning
railroads and corporations they were
doubtful about for the speedy relief
of the farmer. I notified the various
committees that have been appointed
by the Farmers' Institute, the Grange
and the Fantle& and Laborers'
Union to meet me, but few of them
appeared, however. It is hard to get
men to look after other people's busi-
ness unless they have an ax to grind
or are well paid for it. And especial-
ly is thie so when money comes out
of their own pockets. I acted on my
best judgineut and succeeded in get-
ting a bill before the agricultural
eommittee of both Houses, which
sell; be recemmended anti no doubt
paesed, from all I can learn. This
providee $15,000 annual appro-
priation for the purpose of sustaining
a board of agriculture, whotte duty
shall be to hold farmers' institutes in
every county and section of the
State desiring them, the said board
to be composed of one member se-
leeted by the Grange and bv the
Fanners' Union, one by the Horti-
cultural Society, two selected by the
Governor, with the commiesioner of
Agriculture and director of extwri-
mental station as ex-officio members.
This would maks seven of the best,
most solid, preetical men we can get
to eouduct traveling schools or in-
stitutes to educate sad enlighten the
farmers hi their calling, to give in-
formation in scientific agriculture,
ockulf oiwt,ing what has been done by oth-
our agricultural college and are proud
ers, and why. While we appreciate
is useful, the rommissioner of agri-
while the experimental station
thelture has done some good work and
geological department is develop-
ing our reeoureee, yet the great matte
Sixteen children from the Meet:nit.of the farmere know out little about
these things. This bill, if passed, is Widows' angdiN(e)rapnliaenrsit'
jai;the first and only step ever taken by yule, will
our State to bring the development of Holland's opera lidure, iu this eity,
edema. in praetical sarriculture to
next Saturdey afternoon. It e ill bethe common people. Let us have
interesting and enjoyable or•more light, and get all the good we a very
can out of the passing events. The casion, and will no doubt draw •
farmers and laborers of this State, I full hotter. The proceed@ of the per-
am told, pay 72 per cent of the taxes. formance will go to the fired for the
las have someNo.f. lithembETteneltsi..K. tmusuicentenance of that adurirable insti-
Bishop Fink Holds That No Ottbolic
Can Join the Farmers' Allianee
as la Is.
KANSAS CITY, 110.. Feb. a
pastoral letter to be read in all the
churches of the dioceee of Leaven-
worth, Kan., Bishop Fink, of the
Roman Catholic church, referring to
the Farmers' Alliance movement
caused by the agricultural depreeeion.
says: "We may gay that, surrounded`
by a bountiful crop tie we are, many
of our people are 'flittering and are in
misery, uncertain what they should
do in the future. The complaints
come not only from the laboring
dames in cities who are without
work, but specially from the country
distacts, from the farming popula-
tiothich feel that matters cannot
be as they are for au indefinite num-
ber of years or they would lose their
house and home. owing to the pe-
culiar state of our country, every one
'puffers when the farming population
is in distress. Thoughtful persona
are well aware that the present gaterre
anees of the farmers are but too true.
It seems that almost every indtfetry
in our country is protected in order
to amass riches in the hands of the
few, by which many wilt have to suf-
fer. The only classes not protected
are those who would eeem to need it
most-the laboring men and the farm-
ing population." The Bishop re•
views the constitution of the Farm-
ers' Alliance and holds that no Cath-
olic can join the order, because it is
secret and because it has a religion
and chaplain of its own. This latter
point he discussed at length and de-
clares that if the alliance will drop
its religious aspect Catholicrecan jain




Press Associatio , G. R. Keller
At the of the Kentucky
has prepared tine' Repreeentative
Triplett has introduced a legal ad-
vertising bill, which is so carefully
guarded as to admit of no objection
that we can see, except from the
publisher, whose rates ere meals
more than those proposed, as is has
our case. The law, while it will add
somethiug to the gross receipts ors
newspaper, is not alone for its benefit.
Those whose property is to be sold by
order of court will realize more than
any one else by greater publicity
being given to the gale., which a -e
now practically made without notice.
So far as we are concerned, it is im-
material whether the law passes or
not, but is should be enacted in sim-
ple justice to the interest* involved.
B. B. B. -Botanic Blood Balm."
If you try 11lb:remedy you will soy as many
others have said, that it is the best blood
purifier and tonic. Write Blood Balm Co..
Atlanta, Ga., for book of convincing testi-
mony.
J. P. Davis, AtlanUt, ',Wee End'',
writer: consider that B. B. B. hes perma-
nently cured me of rheumatism arid
sciatica."
P. R. Manlier. Athens, Ga., rays: "B. B. B.
cured me of an ulcer that had resisted all
other treatment.
E. G. Tinsley, Columbiana, Ala., writes:
"My mother and sister had ulcerated sore
throat and scrofula. B.S. 11. cured them."
Jattob F. rtpertelrr, Newnan. Ga.. write-e:
"B. B. B. entirely cured me of rheumatism
le my shoulders. used six bottles."
char. Reinhardt, No 10016 Fountain Street.
Etait lmore. Md., writes : I suffered w ith
bleeding piles two years, and am glad to sac
that one bottle of B. B. B. cured me."
J.J. Hardy, Toccoa. Ga., writes: "B. B. B.
is a quick cure for catarrh. Three bottles
cured me. I had been troubled several
ears."
A. Spink, Atlanta, Ga., rays: “One tratie
of B. B. B. eompletele cured my child of
eczema."
W. A. Pepper. Fredonia, Ala., writes:
"B. B. cured my mother of ulcerated sore
throat.''
A Priestly Convert..
BALTIMoRE, Feb. 15.-J. le Hol-
mes, a Chicego male hae been attend-
ing St. Mary's Roman Catholic Uni-
versity studying for the priesthood;
he has quit and became converted to
Proteetantism lay ex-Father O'Con-
nor. Holmes in a meeting said: "I
learned that the Virgin Mary alone
is invoked, together with Joseph, and
that our dear risen Savior is not ap-
proached in prayer. Not one prayer
have I heard addressed to Christ.
Yet, are we not directed to do so?
And what also pained me is the total
lack of study, not to say of interest,
ye will keep my commandments,'
mandments are unless we study his
dir ',is holy word, ̀If ye love me,
but how can we know what his coin-
reit Songs.
Frankfort I :wile,.
Ge0. P. Rowell se, Co.. a firm of ad-
vertising agents who have grown rich
by reason of the credulity of news-
paper publishers who were willing to
listen to their eyren eon" have is-
sued for 1890 a "carefully selected list
of nes [Tapers" in which they asIvise
that advertiaeinents 'that! be inserted
in the "best papers in every plate."
In this list a t• are pleased to observe
the name of our once esteeme4 -ran-
temporary, the Fraukfort Herald. a
little morning psper that precarious-
ly existed here for a few months and
died many moons ago. The Capital,
under its present :management, has
never had any uee for the methode of
Geo. P. Rowell a: Co. or the en-milers
issued by that tirtv, having eteadily
declined to advertise in their Annual.
J. W. Raymond. pastor Preebster-
Ian church at Brownsville, Tetiti.,
says: " ̀Owenal Pink Mixture' wil-
regulate the bowels Wiser than any'
thing he ever ueed. For teeffoug
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale hy all druggists.
-
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ilP1M Era "tinting and Pubsishing Co.
tiCATIGIM v000, President.
$1 A IMAM.
'ICS NEW RBA BUILDINQ
7th. street, near Main,
.seiteseresete.z.n. KENTUCK
ir.rn 4,1 lite titATILSt.
isca lir-I tuserta...u, - $ I 114
'• oath - - 1 00
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• •• one - - 13 00
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TItt: debate in Congress for the !
past two days on the World's Fair
bill has been very lively, and the '
whole projeet may yet be knocked in
the head. There ',revue to be a very
strung opposition growing up among !
the members of the lower house to
holding' the fair anywhere. The !
revelations made in New York lately
show that Pistt and his henchmen
on the Republican State Committee
in New York would not allow the
hoidiug of the fair unless it were
controlled by the Republicans, and
have convinced the Democrats that
wherever the Lair is held the Re-
publicans intend to have it complete-
ly under their control or else to de-
feat the whole thing. Chicago is
making great effirrts to secure the
fair, and has a large corps of rhreeel
lobbyists in Washington working on
the Congressmen. These lobbyists
are very anxious to get a vote- taken
on the question before any more con-
tested election cases are disposed of.
"fhey have made promises to the
Southern members, whose seats are
coatested, that if they would vote in
favor of Chicago for the site of the
World's Fair the influence of Chica-
go would be sufficient to secure the
votes of enotieh Republicans to keep
them in their seats. The Chicago
lobt yists know that they cannot
fulfill these promises, for when Reed
issues his orders each Republican
supporter of Chicago for the fair
will vote like an abject slave to ex-
pel every Democrat whose seat is
contested.
THE Baltimore Sun of yesterday
contained an interesting interview
with Grover Cleveland on ballot re-
form and tariff reform. He thinks
that the ailep : ni of the Australian
system of votieg would do away, to
a gr4at extent, with bribery and cor-
ruption. He expressed his perfect
eonfideuce that public sentiment was
running strongly in favor of ballot
reform, and he believed it would ere
long he suallifienbly powerful to com-
pel reap* and obedience from re-
luctant legislators. In speaking of
the high tariff he very truly said 'hat
the farmers were a class upon whom
the tariff bears more heavily than
any others, and that he was especi-
ally anxious to see their burdens re-
lieved. The high tariff had brought
mortgages and ruin upon them, and
It was hard to understand why so
many of them clung to what was
their destruction. He thought the
best way to reach the farmers, and
convince them of their own true in-
terests, was the establishment of
tariff reform clubs among them, and
to disseminate literature applicable
to their circumstances, facts and
rigures which come home to them.
THE discussion of the proposed new
rules for the government of the lower
house of Congress is still going on at
a lively rate. The Democratic mem-
bers are making a gallant fight, but
It will not prevent the adoption of the
despotic rules. The Republicans will
adopt them in spite of their being
eilarnetrically opposed to the spirit of
our free institutions. But before they
stultify themselves by doing so, let
them calmly consider how they would
like having the same unfair and revo-
lutionary rules administered by a
Democratic Speaker in the next Con-
gress. This defiance of justice and
precedents, and reversal of the par-
liamentary decisions of ell the Speak-
ers who have ever presided over the
House will so disgust and enrage the
people that, at the next election, the
Republican party in the House will
be driven from power: Then if a
Democratic Speaker should give them
a doss of their own medicine what
howling and gnashing of teeth there
would be. They should calmly reflect
upon this before it is everlastingly
too late.
ring extension of the session of the
Legislature was carried yesterday by
a decisive vote. This is right, for
there Is much important business to
be transacted.
TDE Madisonville GirIte in com-
rueutiug upon the mysterious disap-
pearance of Mr. W. I. Clarke, editor
of the Earlington Bee, says: •'Mr.
Clarke seemed to be doing well with
his enterprise, and the people say he
has acted like a geutleman during the
whole time he has been there. We
fear there has been foul play in





sus for this dietrie
went of the euu
liNAPARTE ('ILAM-
le', who was recent-
'visor of the l'eu-
, has the appoint-
erators for each
.kisounty in the district. hristiau
Icouuty will be entitled to at leak
twenty enumerators, and all who con-
template applying for these position*
should do so at once. The early bird,
,it has been said, captures the worm.
THE House Committee which has
been investigatingJudge \V. L. Jack-
son, of Louisville, have split up and
divided on their decision. A majori-
ty report, signed by Cox, Kinkead,
Settle, Adams, and McCord, was
filed yesterday, and Immediately af-
terwards a minority report, signed
by IV. B. Sniith, Henry Mason and
William Smith was sent in. The
majority admit that Judge Jackson
exceeded his authority in releasing
Mazzoni, who attempted to murder a
preacher, but think he did it through)
an impulse of kinduese. It smooths
over and extenuates the Jackson's
remission of fines and allowing the
Commissioner of the Jury Fund to
keep on hand such large amounts of
money and charge three per cent.
commission on same: The minority
find that Jackson was guilty of usur-
pation of authority in the release of
Mazzoni who could have been le-
gally discharged only by the Gover-
nor. The minority do not approve of
Jackson's setting aside judgments
upon the payment of fees of the Com-
monwealth's Attorney and costs.
Both of these reports were made a
special order for Wednesday, the
28th inst.
Tits: first hearing in the contested
Montana Senatorship was had by the
United States Senate Committee on
Elections last Saturday. It is gen-
erally believed that it is the intention
of the Republicans to utterly disre-
gard all justice in the matter and
seat their party friends, saunder%
and Powers. It is said that some
time ago there was disposition on
part of the committee to refer the
whole question back to the people of
Montana for settlement, but the
majority of the Republican Senators,
being desperate and willing to resort
to any outrage to keep the Senate
reliably Republican, violently op-
posed the proposition. Ex-Solicitor
General Jenks made an able argu-
ment on Saturday in favor of the
Democratic claimants, and made the
case so plain that it is difficult to see
how men of any honesty and fairness)
acting under oath, can refuse them
their seats. No decision was reached,
however, and the committee ad-
journed until the first day of March.
Me. ATxussoN, the Boston keine
tielau, says that it costs the people
of the United States six dollars to
put one dollar into the United States
Treasury under the workings of the
hiite protective tariff system. Upon
this theory the seventy millions
which Senator Blair wants to give to
the schools of the country would cost
the peopie four hundred and twenty
millions. But then three hundred
and fifty millions of it would go into
the pocaets of Carbegie and other
protected monopoliets, and as all of
the Republicans and a few of the
Democrats in Congress are owned
body and soul by the monopolists it
would not surprise anyone if Blades
bill should become a law.
THF:RE • is much dissatisfaction
among many of the Southern cities
in regard to the trips of the Pan-
American Congress, on the grout('
that the South had been discrimi-
nated against by the State Depart-
ment at Washington. The delegates
were made familiar with the , e-.
sources of the N rth by an extended
tour through Ca section, but have
boon kept in i • ranee of the South
auertiouthweet. As it is with this
.tection of the country the Central
Americane, If not the South Amer--
eater, have most to do, an effort is be-
ing made to organize a tour through
these States. There was much talk
about Six weeks ago of such a trip to
t:e principal cities of the South, but
fee preparations were from some
cause suddenly discontinued.
No steps have been taken by the
Department of Justice at Washing-
ton to call to account S. N. Chambers,
the United States District Attorney
of Indiana, for his insolent defiance
of the law in preventing the arrest of
`Blocks-of-Five' Dudley when he ven-
tured back to Indianapolis some time
ago. When Chambers prevented the
serving of the warrant of arrest which
had been sworn out against Dudley,
it was charged that he was acting un-
der instruction sent-him front Wash-
ington by Attorney-General Miller.
!he Attoruey-General winced under
these charges to such aim extent that
he rushed into print with an ()Metal
denial that he had ever had any com-
munication with Chambers on the
subject. Miller's friends then be-
lieved that he would have Chambers
kicked out of office as a corrupt
scoundrel, but Chambers is still draw-
ing his salary as United States Dis-
trict Attorney.
MR. M. V. INGRAM, who has had
cimurge of the editorial department of
the Clarksville Daily Chroniele for
several months, hill resigned his po-
iodine. He is a graceful, forceful and
pungent write:, and we hope that his
departure from newspaper work will
he only temporary. He will be suc-
ceeded by Mr. James. 0. Rice, who
has lwen the local editor of the paper
for seine time. Mr. Rice is a bright
and espsble young gentleman, and
will doubtless maintain that degree
-.f excellentes which has characterized
be chronicle In the past. We wish
him Insielf success.
THE Washington correspondent of
the Louisville Courier-Journal says
that the Republican revolutionists In
power at Washington are proposing
all sorts of desperate measures to re-
tain control of the next House. They
even threaten that if the Democrats
elect r majority of the Congressmen,
the present clerk of the House, Mc-
Pherson, who organizes the next
House, will refuse to recognize the
certificates of Democrats elected if
their seats are contested.
A NEGRO ia Bioutsville, Henry
county, Indiana, was ejected from a
drug store, ,and when he attempted
to re-enter it, a mob, led by a Mr.
Lake, a Justice of the Peace, and a
red-hot Republican, chased him a
mile and riddled him with bullets
until he fell dead. As this outrage
did not take place south of Mason
aud Dixon's line, the Republican
newspapers give it very little space,
only a mere mention in their news
columns. They snake no editorial
comment on it at all. Such an oc-
currence in the South would have
been embellished and highly colored,
and columns of bloody shirt editorials
would have been written about it.
Northern outrages are very frequent,
but they are passed over in silence
by the Republican newspapers.
GRANNY BLAIR le very indignant
because the) newspapers will not
waste their space by printing his
never-ending speech upon the educa-
tional bill. Ile charges that the whole
press of the country is in league to
keep the people in ignorance of the
important facts (?) he has been bring-
ing before the United States Senate.
lie has been speaking every day for
weeks on his bill, and if his intermi-
nable, boring stuff were published
nobody would read it.
_
THE Republican members of Con-
gress say that after the World's Fair
question has been deposed of they
will endeavor to bring forward their
proposed tariff measure and keep it
before the House as the regular busi-
ness at all times. Although McKin-
ley claims that time tariff bill will be
ready for presentation to the House
in two weeks, it is believed it will be
a: least a month before the bill will
• ready. The Republican members
of the Ways and Means Committee
had themselves in a troublesome pre-
dicament. They know they should
make a reduction in the revenues in
some way- to meet the great popular
cry of reduced taxation. At the
same time they are at a loss to die-
cover any place where the reduction
can he made without causing deep
and resonant bowls from the protec-
ted monopolists.
ALTHOUGH Mr. Boles, a Democrat,
was elected Governor of Tessa last
fall by the voters of tast state, he
has not yet taken his seat. He is
kept out of his office by the unfair
and factions conduct of the Republi-
can members of the legislature. The
legislature has never organized, from
the fact that the Republicans have
caused s dead-lock and keep it up,
and Mr. Boles cannot be inaugurated
until the legislature organizes. The
Republican incumbent is still acting
as Goe ernor, and the expressed will
of the people is totally disregarded.
THE Globe, published by colored
Republicans, at Cleveland, Ohio,
sizes up John J. Ingalls very correct-
ly. It says: "The Southern colored
journals are using considerable of
their valuable space in publishing the
speech of Senator Ingalls. If they
knew Ingalls as well as the Northern
negro element they would stop it.
Ingalls is no friend of the black man;
he is a negro hater and has proven
himself as such in times gone by. So
give Ingalls a re-I! He is fixing
himself for lee."
THE citizens of Newtonville, Mass.,
some time ago held an election for
postmaster, having secured a prom-
ise from their Congressman that he
would endorse their selection. John
B. Turner, a Democrat, was
elected, the Congressman endorsed
him, and now President Harrison has
tent in his name to the United States
Senate for confirmation. This will
probably be the only instance of the
appointment of a Democratic post-
master by the present administration.
Amoeti other good bills which have
recently been introduced in the leg-
islature by Hon. Arthur Wallace, of
Louisville, is one which provides for
the appointment of a Commissioner
to gather statistics relating to labor.
This bill is similar in character, and
in its purposes to those already
passed by the legislatures of Massa-
chusetts, New York, Illinois, Indi-
ana and other states, and it will
probably pees without opposition.
THE statesmen of Brazil enter-
tain some peculiar ideas concerning a
Republican forpa of government.
The Brazilian standing army is to be
largely increased for the purpose of
having detachments placed in each
election district.
THE work of declaring in favor of
revising the "Confession of Faith,"
goes steadily on In the presbyteries
of the Northern Presbyterian Church.
Twelve presbyteries, representing 499
preachers and 80,3-17 members, have
voted against revision, while thirty-
five presbyteries, representing 1,241
ministers and 175)890 members have
voted in favor of it. If the voting
keeps up In this ratio, revision is in-
evitable.
Larasette hems.
I,AFAVETTF:, Ky., Feb. IS, 1890.
Judge J. S. Ragsdale is in our little
town at this time buying tobacco.
The judge is a man of great energy,
and thoroughgoing business man.
Mr. It. E. Cooper and wife, of your
city, are the guests of It. J. Cooper
and family this week.
Mr. Frank Ragsdale, of your town,
Is aiding his father in putting up to-
bacco at this. place.
Mrs. N'ictoria Richards has return-
ed home afters visit of several weeks'
during totter son James Richards, of
Rose Hill, Tenn.
Mr. Joe Williams, of Garretteburg,
is the guest of his father's family at
this place.
Miss Nora Dixiou, a very popular
young lady of Howell, is visiting
Misses leley and Rosa Williams.
Mr. Buck Traynham, f Rose Hill,
is not expected to live long.
Mr. James Richards, of Rose Hill,
Was ii town a few days since.
ERos.
A Good Debt Collector.
The "Times" takes great pleasure
in bearing testimony to the efficiency
of the methods of the U. S. M. P. As-
nociation for collecting old and doubt-
ful aecouuts. It has been a member
of that Association but a short time,
but has already had excellent success
in hearing from delinquent., and in
the collection of accounts which had
almost been considered worthless. It
cheerfully recommends the Associa-
tion to the attention of all business
men, and considers it as good, if uot a
better System for collecting old ac-
counts, than any other ever used in
the office.—Louleville Times. For
further information address, F. A.
Fuller, 7:30 7th, St., leMieville, Ky.
FARM MORTGAGES.
The lower house of Congress Satur-
day afternoon passed the Senate bill
amending the census act as to ascer-
taining the number aud amount of
farm mortgages. In a general way
the Republieane have been opposed
to the propoeition,aud endeavored to
preyent its consideration The bid
was introduced in the United etates
Senator Berry, of Arkansas, and was
strongly opposed by the Census Coin-
ruiesioner alai the Republican lead-
ers. Berry, however, kept urging the
matter and exposing the true reason
why the Republiean* opposed it so
that they were finally compelled to
report the bill and pass it. When
the bill came up ID the House the
Republican members saw that the
Democrats were lent epee having
the farm mortgage question investi-
tigated by the cenSus enumerators,
and as the farmers throughout the
couutry were demanding this infor-
mation the Republicans were afraid
to go on reeend against it, aud re-
luctantly disobeyed the wishes of the
protected elasees and consented to
the amendment of the census act.
Congressnusn Dockery, of Missouri,
did an excellent piece of work when
he proposed an amendment to the
bill to the • ifeet that the penalty at-
tached to the other sections of the
census act should also attach to the
bill amending the census act. in ease
of failure on the part of supervisors
or enumerators to carry out the
letter and spirit of the law.
Without Col. Doekery's amend-
ment the bill would have been prac-
tically useless, as it contained no
penalty if the enumerator should le-
fuse to ascertain the necessary infor-
mation, and consequently the enu-
merators could have done as they
pleased. Col. Dockery's amentltuent
was adopted, and a penalty is at-
tache to any violation of the law by
the enumerator's, persons or corpora-
tions. It is thought that the Senate
will refuse to concur in the Dockery
amendment, and try to kill the bill
that way. The protected duouopo-
nets are bitterly opposed to this in-
quiry into the condition of the farm-
ers, knowing it would show that
while the monopolists are flourish-
ing, by reason of the high tariff, the
farmers are oppressed and stifferink.
The high protective tariff Senators
know that the bill without the Dock-
ery amendment is useless, but they
had hoped that the ontiseion of the
penalty would not be noticed, and
that they could seem to comply with
the farmers' demand without really
doing so.
Do you have dyspeptic troubles?
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla, which
has relieved thousands and will cure
you. Sold by druggists.
Merit Wins.
We desire to say to our citizens,
that for years we have been selling
Or. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Dr. King's New Life Pill.,
Bukien'e Arnica Salve and Electric
Bitters, and have never handled
remedies that sell as well, or that
have given such universal satisfac-
tion. We do not hesitate to guar-
antee them every time, and we stand
ready to refund the purchase price, if
satisfactory results do not follow
their use. These remedies have won
their great popularity purely on their
merits. H. R. Garner druggists.
A Successful Combination.
Rings, pools, trusts, combines, mo-
nopolies—call tfll‘rn what you will—
they are fast increasing throughout
the length and breadth of this commit-
try. Legislators denounce thetu and
newspapers attack them, but still
they seem to flourish. It i's gratify-
ing, however, to note that there ist at
least one combination in this country
that meets with the approval of the
public, especially of farmers: It is
composed, not of individuals, but of
the following quartet of harvesting
machines: Deering Binder, Deering
Light Reaper, Deering Giant Mower
and New Deering Mower.
_
Beware of Ointments; For Catarrh
That Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy tills
sense of smell and completely de-
range the wnoli systern when ether-
lug it thaeugh the mucous surfaces.
Such artieles should never be used
except In prescriptions from repute-
able physicians, as the damage they
will do Is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Catarih Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney ce Co., Toledo, 0., contains
no mercury, and is taken Internally,
and acts directly upon the blood and
mucuoum surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's 4'atarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken in-
ternally, and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by KJ. Cheney tft Co:
Mr Sold by Druggists, price The.
per bottle.
MAJ. HALE ACCEPTS.
He Will Be Our Next state Treasurer.,
FBAs EVORT, Ky, Feb. Pi —Gov.
Buckner received )esterday front
Major Henry S. hale, at Mae field, a
telegram announcing his acceptance
of the office of state Treasurer, a hich
was tendered him last week. Mejor
Hale will enter upon the duties of
the position on March 1, widch is
the date upon which Treasurer
Sharp's resignation goes into effect.
Gov. Buekner was not personally
acquainted with Major Hale at the
time he teudered hint the appoint-
ment. The latter is emitiently quali-
fied for the popition. lie earned his
military title in Forrest's command,
aud since the ear has been active
aud prominently engaged in com-
mercial pursuits in Western Ken-
tucky. He is quite wealthy. From
1872 to 1876 he was a mentber of the
state Senate. He is pamt he, and is a
man of family.
Gov. Buckner will send Major
Hale's appointment to the Senate to-
day for confirmation.
Bennettatown
BENNErrsTows, KY., Feb. 17.—
Rev. Frank Perry preached here last
Sunday.
MISS Lucille Dickinson, who was
visiting here recently, will commence
teaching at Pee Dee, next Monday.
Mr. E. R. Moss' little son 13urba,
is quite sick.
Miss Lelia Cox commenced teach-
ing here last Monday.
Mrs. Jas. E. Stevenson has a four-
legged chicken that is quite a curi-
osity.
Mr. Monroe Bullard, from your
city, was here several days last week.
He is agent for the Singer sewitie
machine.
Mrs. Itobt. Moss is quite sick.
Mr. Nick Boddie is suffering with
a sore...Toot. Some of the bones are
broken. It has been bruised for sev-
eral months but is no better.
Judge W. W. McKenzie is suffer-
ing very much from palpitation of
the heart.
Mr. Ben Nance is here to-day.
Mies Josephine Stevenson is im-
proving.
Whooping cough is ragine in title
neighborhood.
Mr. Bob Farnsworth is putting up
a new house near here. Lou iss.
Extraordinary none Scratching.
Herbert Sperry, Tremont, III., had
Erveipeltut in both legs. Confined to
"the house six weeks. He nays:
"When I was able to get on niy legs.
"I had en Belting sensation that
"Dearly run tile crazy. L rcratele d
"thee, raw to the note s. Tried every-
"thing without relief. I was tor-
"mented in this way for two years.
"I then found Clarke's Extract ot
"Flax (Papillon) Skin Cure at the
"Drug Store, used it, and it has cured
"me sound and well."
Ularke's Flax Soap has no equal
for Bath and Toilet. Skin Cure $1.00.
Soap 2.5 cents. For sale at H. B.
framer's drug store.
Born in Street Car.
ToLEDO, 0., Feb. 18.—Mrs. Rose
Baronsky, a Polish woman Nt ho ar-
rived here from Cleveland yesterday,
gave birth to a bouncing girl baby in
a street cur, en route from the depot
up town. Site and her babe were
taken front the street ear to the near-
est hotel, and are doing finely. Her
husband, who was with her, left the
hotel soon after, and AS he has not
shown up since, the wife thinks the
occurrence was too much for him,
and that he has deserted her.
Shocking Behavior.
• (Loul.ellle Pt-st )
The behavior of some of Louisville P
belles at a few of the recent suppers
given shows how much. more liberal
society In this city is to-day than it
was ten years ago. At that time had
these same scenes been enacted
the actors would have been tabooed
from good society, and considered
fast and wild. But to-day it is, if not
applauded, at least countenanced, and
looked upou something towed. Its
fact, it has become more usual than
it should. What is referred to is the
fact that at several of these suppers
several of Louisville's best known
girls have Imbibed so freely the good
wines served that they had to be
helped from the table to their carri-
age. At the last of these suppers a
scene was witnessed by a few of those
present that, to say the least, was dis-
graceful. In a room of the house that
was not supposed to be used, and in
which the light was very dim, the
following picture was seen:
On s sofa in one corner of the room
was a young man well known and
respected. He was slightly intoxi-
cated, as was his companion, who is
a beautiful girl, and even better
known than he is. He was leaning
balk against the end of the sofa, one
arm around her waist, her head rest-
ing on his shoulder and her arm
around his neck, and both were
smoking cigarettes and talking to
each other in maudlin voices. They
were separated by Mende and every-
thing done to keep the scene quiet,
but it has leaked Out. Ten years ago
the telling of this story would have
stirred the social river to its very
depth, but to-day it will barely cause
a gentle ripple to ruffle the surface.
Cannot the old regime be re-inaugu-
rated?
Mothers, if your baby suffers pain
and is restless, do not stupefy it by
adminfetering opium, but eoothe it
with akreliable remedy, such as Dr
Bull's Baby Syrup. Price only 25
cents a bottle.
Think twice before you swallow
once—in medicine. But remember
that Laxador is pre-eminently the
liver regulator of the day. Price 25e
Sweep of she Blizzard.
MIN N EA P01.114, Feb. 20.--Specials
from all parts of the Northwest say
that a fierce blizzard Is raging and
that the thermometer is fast failing.
At Aukland, WI. , a heavy snow
storm is being drifted by .a terrific
wind, and in nearly all parts of North-
ern Minnesota and Iowa a fierce bliz-
zard is raging. The themonieter in
this city is fast fainting and before
morning a howling blizzard may be
prevailing.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: ' "Oweu's Vink
Mixture' saved my baby's life widel
suffering from diarrhosa and summer
tromplaint.
HavInangh Acquitted.
CHicwoo, Feb. 20.—The building
contractor, Thrums Kavinaugh, a
member of Camp 135, Clan-nit-Gael,
accused of being implieated in at-
tempts to bribe possible jurors on the
Cronin trial, was let out of court this
afternoon a free man. He was acquit-
ted without having to call a witness
Judge Waterman ruled that State's
Attorney Longenecker had failed to
make out a case. This leaves one
man, Jeremiah O'Donnell, on trial,











Thompeon Seed Sowers, dro., Az.
Jetta R. CiamEN & Co.
Drugged and Robbed.
NEWARK, N. J., Feb. 18—A pretty
Genital, girl, aged about 24 years, was
found unconscious on st stoop at the
corner of Lawrence aud Commerce
streets by an °Meer last night. She
was taken to police headquarters,
where she recovered consciousness.
She gave her name as Wilhelma Los-
taring, She said she had come from
Carlstadt to find friends in this city
and had hail $1,000 in bills in her
pocket, and find she was lured by a
man into a house, where she was
drugged, assaulted and robbed. She
could give no description of her as-
sailaut.
Soother spring medicine has won
for Itself such universal confidence as
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It is the most
powerful combinatiou of vegetable
alteratives ever offered to the public,
and is acknowledged by the medical
profession to be the best blood pu-
rifier.
THE LEGISLATURE.
A Bill Regulating the Select' I ear To-
Micro Introduced for the
Farmers' Benefit.
I: RA NK FORT, Feb. 19 —Tee earl f r
bilis yesterday met with fewer re-
sponses than on previous calls of the
session.
Mr. Thorne, of Henry, introduced
a bill amendatory of the present law
regulating the sale of leaf toba.!co in
this Ccumuouwealth by warehouse-
men nod commission merchant*. It
fixes the compensation for selling at
public auction at a sum not greater
han per hogslillead from the owner
thereof and in case of reject went and
resale by the same house only $1 is
authorized to be charged. It is fur-
ther provided that in every case where
the warehouseman or commission
merchant charges the owner a com-
mission for collecting the money for
hie tobacco, the former shall account
to the latter ZS much fer the cash or
hogallead as will offset any COMMIS-
Sion charged. Also that in the sale
or resale of any hogshead of tobacco
County Offict rot of Farmers* and LA-
bOrelle Union Or Christian Co.. Ky.
President, M D Davie, Herndon,
Ky.; Vice-President, M B Brown,
Crofton; Secretary and Treasurer, E
F Coyuer, Bainbridge; Chaplain,
J M Ramsey, Sinking Fork; Lec-
turer, I P Davie, Herndon; Door-
keeper, E A Roper, Pee Dee; Assis-
tant Door-keeper, C W Lacy, Hop-
kineville; County Business Agent,
E F Coyner, Bainbridge.
SECRETARIES OF SUB-UNION,.
St It-UNIONS
No. 260, J M Rarneey, Sinking Fork.
'• 270, J I. Pace, Herndon.
JUDiun Dunning. Crofton.
" 296. 0 H Wood, Sinking Fork.
" 93, W It elert it, (rat-n.
Lite W .1 Full. r,
" 363, A J Hamb) , Era.
" 66. (lea Shepard, Bainbridge.
42:1, E H Moore.
" 64, Frank Parker, Meceelotoa.
111, J II Boyd, Code'''.
135, B
52.5, se hi (7rott, Hopkinevil e.
493, John 1- eat, Kelly's.
508, D. A Smith, itonnettstown.
;es, J m 00e, Itairibrifige.
4MS, J D Fletnieig, Ileley's Mill
617, J H Majors, Croft( n.
511, J kl•Davie, Beverly.
490, 11 S Shelton, Johnsoe's.
eel, Juo L Grace, kirknothsville.
110:5.73  }P: ti.7isdvi gel I.e.
130, It it Poindexter, ('erulean.
" 616, 1) Myers, Kelly's.
" 539, el A Brown. Crofton.,
656, J It Armet roue. Keile's.
T J PoP Pres'ie Fruit Hill
heti, It C Ri t, es, Garret teburele
" r744-1: (. \V"11 il'ilticak !title"'
• 1. 690, J T Walker,
" 81s, J B Heielentoe, Fruit Hill.
" 489. J Dukes. klitl.
Mt. Veruoti Sub-Urinal, L L BIg s,
HopkIneville.
Bluff Springs Sul) J
Withers, Kirkinaneville.
Pon eub-Union, 11 B Kiug, Pon.









there shall be no reduction from the
net weight by reason of the sample.
But in every instance the ownershall
be retitled to full weight, as if no
sample had been taken. Also that no
additional charge shall be made for
eighing, so as to increase the price
of selling to a greater amount than
herein specified. Also that no ware-
houseman or commission merchant
shall purchase at auction any tobacco
offered for sale In his own warehouse.
Provided, however, that nothing in
this set shall prevent him from pur-
chasing of the owner at private sale:
alio, that it shall be unlawful for any
warehouseman or commission neer-
eliatit to hypothecate or ',ledge any
tobacco shipped to or stored with
him, or issue any warehouse receipt
on aue tobacco in his posseseion with-
out the written consent of the owner,
and in the event the former does so
without said written consent, such
pledge or warehouse receipt shall vest
no title to the goods in the holder.
Also, that the proprietors of any
warehouse or commission house shall
for every violation of this act be liable
to the party aggrieved in the sum of
$50, to be recovered in any tribunal.
Also, that all claims for rebate in
sales made of any tobacco in which
reelamation is made or claimed shall
be made within sixty days from the




Perhaps you are run down, can't
eat, can't sleep, can't think, can't do
anything to your satisfaction, and
you wonder what ails you. You
should heed the warning, vou are
taking the first step into Nervous
Prostration. You need a nerve tonic
and in Electric Bitters you will find
the exact remedy for restoring your
nervous system to its normal, heal-
thy condition. Surprising /veldts
follow the use of this great Nerve
Tonic and Alternative. Your appe-
tite return., good digestion is restor-
ed, and the Liver and Kidneys re-
sume healthy action. Try s bottle.




Sales by Wm. H. Turnley tic Bro.,
of the Elephant Warehouse, Clark' -
ville, Tenn., for week ending Feb.
10th, 1890, of 30 hilt's. as follows:
2 hhds. medium leaf, new,; $1400 to
6 00.
8 Wide corn. anti low leaf, (new.)
$4 50, 4 50, 4 00, 3 90, 3 60, 3 00, 3 00,
230. e
6 hlithe cont. and low leaf, !old,)
44 75, 4 00, 3 50, 3 40, 2 90, 2 (m0.
1 hhd. nied. lugs, • new,) $2 75.
2 blithe medium lugs, (oldo $2 50
to 2 30.
it Mule. coin. !tiger and trash, (new,)
from $1 00 to 200.
A2 hihds. corn. lugs and tried), (old,)
from $1 00 to 200.
Sales by H. H. Abernathy, Feb.
19th of 47 hogsheads of tobacco as
follows:
19 hoesireadrold leaf, $8.00, 7.40, 7.00,
7.00, 6.35. 0 2.5, 6.25, 6.25,6.25, 6.25, 6.25,
6.00, 6.00,5 90, 5.30, 5.25, 4.50. 430, 4.25.
5 hogsheads old lugs, $3 60, 3.50, 3.25,
3.25, 2.00.
11 hogsheads new leaf, $6 00, 6.00,
5.95, 5.50, 5.30, 4.50, 4.00,4 00, 4.40, 5.00,
3.40.
12 hogsheads new lugs front $2 30,
1.25.
Market active and higher on old
tobaccos of substance and length, and
irregular on new tobacco. The new
erop in showing up very badly, as it
is hi poor order and terribly mixed
iu colors. New tobacco of good sub-
stance and length, if in order, bringe
very remunerative ',Hero, of
it Is neglected.
Time Voyage of Life.
Life is beset by evils lind changes on every
side. Fr birth to intinhood and from man-
hood to It age, eternal vigilance i s t he pr 1,-44
of health. There IN one remedy 411114 1111/4
saved many a rickety* headachIng. blood -
poisoned, dystpeptic Hal to is life of useful-
nes 4 Rini robilat health It ix known as Dr.
Hull's Siantaparilla •rul it In a Sarsaparilla
that is' a Sarsaparilla. Not a D1,111.411111 111.ses
of ionises and water furs dollar, but a con-
centrated essence of the heat vi rt Ilea of stir-
sapatitia and other alterative herlat. it heals,
it cures wht•re 4011er aarmaparilla and bh,oti
remedies have no more efr.a•t than so In ti)
stagnant water. If your syntem craves an
alterative, If you value II fe you do yournelf a
great iti.juittice if you fall to try this excellent
remedy. IIe kkkkk ntl it of your druggi.t and
laS e no other. -Sidney Times.
I have looked over the lint of Ingredients InButt's Santaparilla and have no hesitation Inpronouncing It us man eotriptairci that prom-
ises well in olabeasics to which It Is applicable.
-1. V. landed, M. D.
(let the Rent! Dr. Dull's Worm De.troyers
are the beat. They taste woo. They are safe.They are sure. ,
Civistian Circuit Court.
B. IL 1.0s,n'n AElm's., 1
• Plaintiff
vs. Notice to Creditors
CT. Barker alal others, i
Defeletants
In pursuance of an order entered In the
above sty ed 'muse. at the September term ot
t. e above eouri. notice is hereby given to thecreditora of II it. I ogan ; deceased, t , file
their clalio • pith 1„,., properl pro% en, on or
before the i 4 day or march. 1410.
HUSTRIi Winin,
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—FREE—
For the Choicest Wines,
at IT :crofts Ray e  drink N ‘. iI i callt1 k  al 2I
Davis & Ricketts,
NEXT DOOR TO NEW
They will treat you fair
elate your patromore. Bourbon
ky. red or while, $1 50 to
Or 50e. per quart up.
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John Wauatuaker, who bought a
cabinet office by contributing to a
corruption fund, advertises the
crankiness which he imagines to be
piety by giving a dinner without
wine iu honor of a president who
goes from morning prayers to break-
ing his pledges, appointing rogues to
office and shielding from punishment
rascals whore crimes were commit-
ted in behalf .of the party of "great
moral ideas." Oh, for a 40-parson
power to ebaut thy praise, Hypoc-
risy!
Dyspepsia
Makes the lives of many people miserable,
causing distress alter eating, sour stomach,
sick headache. heartburn, loss of appetite,
a faint, '.11 gone" feeling, bad Laste, mated
Distress the bowels. eandls Dyirrespegupsiarilatidoeosf
After not get well of itself. It
requires careful latent:1os,Eating and a remedy like Hoods
Sarsaparilla, which acts gently, yet efficiently.
It tones the stomach, regulates the diges-
tion, creates a good ap- sick
petite, banishes headache
and refreshes the mind: Headache
I have been troubled with dyspepsia. I
had buut rlinttle appewotluitde,han:0 what I did eat
Heart- distressed me, or did ma
little good. After eating I
a faint or tired.
ell-gone feeling, as though I had not eaten
anything. My trouble was aggravated by
niy business, painting. Last
spring I took Hood's Sar-
saparilla, which did 
me in stoSmouarch.
Immense amount of good. It gave ins am
appetite, and may food relished and sasl
the craving I had previously expert/aced.
Gr.oauz A. Faux, WILLEXWM13, Masi.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold b7 all druggists. 11; aix for 55. Prepared ahlr
by C I. HOOD & CO., Apottusearias, Lowell. Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar




We offer extra :nducenents on the following
oods and defy competition. They are worth
5 cents per pair more than any shoes in town
t the prices we offer
Women's Bright Dorgola Button, $1.75, worth $2.00
2.00, " 2.25
2.25, " 2.50
These goods are made specially for us and
branded "The Bush Shoe Co.," cn bottom.
Every pair Warranted. Men's, Boys' and
Youths' Shoes, same kind of inducements offer-
ed. Remember all fresh goods, no old stock or
shoddy, everything that constitutes a first-class
shoe store, can be found at
WANTED.
to canalise for the sal. of N 'Ivory Stock!
I Steady cniployinent guaranteed. 004 ID




NC ItstER Y CIIM PANT.
2-7-2 HUNTSV I LLE, ALA.
Ii
BUSH SHOE CO.,




That the finest $2 Custom Made Shoes on the
market can be found at Jones & Co.'s?
HAD YOU HEARD
That Jones & Co. defy competition in quality
and prices?
DRY GOODS! CARPETS
Largest and bf3st assortment in the city. Call on
71- °IVES & CO.
SexiszirEsixis.
Fulton Avenue Brewery -*
EVANSVILLE, I14-D.,
Nimit, from Pure Malt and Flops. Warranted Strictly Pure
DICK MP.RIF, Ag't, Hopirinsville, Ky
Kept in Quantiti,.. on Ice and Can be Furnish-
ed on Short Notice.
M S If





M FIRJ131.1\T=1-17 B Bowe.
Ladies' hand-turned French Kid Shoes, Common SenEe and Opera, former price $5 00, now $3 60
46 44 4 61
price
W. L. Douglas.' $4 00 Hand Welt to close St. 
W. L. Douglass' $3 00 Shoes reduced to 
4 50, now 3 00
6. Dongola Shoes, Common Sense and Opera, former
- 4 00, now 275
Ladies' tine French Kid, patent-leather tip, Common Sense, French make, former
price - - -
Ladios' fine Kid, Commm Sense and Opera Shoes, former price
All Ladies' $3 00 Shoes must go for
All Ladies' 2 50 Shoes must go for -
Ali Ladies' 2 00 Shoes marked nown to -
All the best 1 50 Shoes go for - -
Best makes of Men Shoes, such as Hanan & Son, H. Hess & Bro., former price
now go at a
Ilanau & Son's $5 00 Shoeit to elose at $3 riB I Other makes of $3 50 and $3 00 Shoes reduced to
 it 00 ' Best maker; of $'' 00 Shoes reduced to
4 00, now *2 50









e 251 Best make's of $1 50 Shoes reduced to  1 00
BIG BARGAINS IN ODDS AND ENDS.
Special low prices on
Laundered likUnlaunderedShirts
Fine $2 00 Dress Shirts 
Fine 1 75 Dress Shirts 
Fine 1 50 Dress Shirts 
(told Laundered Shirts
Gold Unlaundered Shirts 
 Assignee's price, $1 50 I Sliver Latina-Mel Shirts.
1 25 Silver Unlaundered Shirts 
" 1 00 Boys' Unlaundered Shirts 
" 1 001 Linen Collars, all Myles 
75 Celluloid Collates, all styles 
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rut--; FORMER REVIVES THE OLD
CHARGES AGAINST THE LATTER.
Dr. Rodman Will Prepare a statement
For the Committee on Chant a-
ble bud 'Who's.
In 1879 Dr. E. R. took, of this city,
published a pamphlet bitterly assail-
ing Dr. Rodman and his ailiniuistra-
lion of the attairs of the Western Keu-
tucky Lunatic Asyluni. publica-
tion contained charges of the gravest
character which, had they been any-
thing beyond mere assertions, would
have been sufficient to damn the Su-
perintendent in the eyes of the cow-
iiiu mit ty and the State. 1 ncompetaucy,
extravagance, reckless expenditure
of the appropriatioue anti care-
lessness were alleged to have
characterized Dr. Rotiman's
administratiou of the iustttution.
His private character, While not
openly assailed, eat., placed before
the people in a %cry unenviable light.
It was intimated that lie manip-
ulated the money appropriated tor
the maiutanauce of the asylum for
erivate gain. It was further lineal
that at his instance and recommen-
datiuu riuecureis were created from
mm hich his lavorites and relatives
drew salaries from the state without
restarting service. The publication
throughout a as replete a lilt the
a eighticot charges which prejadice
comet inspire.
As a result of this publication a
committee was scut to iuvestigate
the alleged malfeasance on :he part
of the Superintendent. A thorough
investigation was; _instituted. Every
officer of the institution, every mem-
ber cf the Board aud every citizen
who leas supposed to -have any
knowledge of the question at issue
was examined. The author of the
pamphlet appeared before the
committee in person, autl was
not only unable to stile-stun-
time the charges, but virtually ad'
muted that they were simply asser-
tions. As a consequence Dr. Rodman
was vindicated and the publication
ascribed to prejudice. 'the matter
dropped from the public mind until
e884, when a Mr. Dyke, of Lexington,
preferred similar charges. Another
committee was sent. Again the as-
sertions were disproved and again
Dr. Rodman was vindicated and his
administration endorsed.
In the Courierefourual tif Monday
there appeared a letter written by Dr.
Cook to the committee on charitable
institutions, wherein he once more
resurrects hie old complaints against
the former superintendent and sup-
pleineute them with several addition-
al charges which will be proved
equally as unfounded. A portion of
the late article is identical with that
of the former publication.
Dr. Cook now alleges that Dr. Rod-
man, still controls the institution
and dictates to present officers, al-
thcugh his resignation was accepted
more than six months ago.
With his communication to the
committee, Dr. Cook seat a letter
which he had received from one
William Murray, who at one time
had charge . of a ward in the
asylum and was discharged
fur incompetency. In this letter
Murray claims to have seen corpses
of patients whose faces had been de-
voured by rats while lying dead in
the building.
Dr. Rodman was seen Tuesday
by a reporter for the NEW ERA.
He was Keeled in his office busily
engaged in writing. He did not ap-
pear to be disturbed in the least by
the ;publication, but answered
the reporter's questions mum his
usual smiling but dignified way.
In response to the inquiry
as to what course he would pursue
with regard to the charges, he said:
"I have only to say at present that
if the statements made by Dr. Cook
were read only by those who know
him, I would not deem them worth a
moment's thought or notice. I pro-
pose to make to the, committee on
charitable institutions once more a
full statement of what I, amid I think
most others, will regard as an abso-
lute refutation of the charger, which
are In the main but a rehash of the
former charges."
"What are the facts about Murray's
charges?"
"The facts are that there was never
during my administration but one
patient whese corpse was touched by
rats. This was during the day time
and the dead patient was in Mute-
ray's ward and while the latter
was absent. I will file.with my reply
an affidavit of the party who watched
the corpse through the night proving
that it was untouched up to the hour
Murray took charge. I will also file
affidavits from Murray himeelf
showing that up to the time ' of
his discharge he had seen
nothing which he alleges in his letter
to Dr. Cook."
The revival of this matter has oc-
casioned no little comment here and
elsewhere. The Courier-Journal
says the two letters bave crea-
ted a greed deal of talk among
the committee members who will act
upon the question thus raised at the
joint meeting next week.
The result will probably be another
investigation and another vindication.
Clarke's Extract of Flax Cough Cure.
It is a sure cure for Whooping
Cough. It stops the whoop, and per-
mits the child to catch its breath.
It is entirely harmless. flood for
any cough of childhood or old, age.
It heals the bronchi and lungs, aud
stops the cough. For Winter or
Bronchial Cough this syrup is the
best ever discovered. Only one size,
large bottle. Price $1.00, at H. B.
Gametes drug store.
Clarke's Flax Soap makes the skin
smooth, soft and white. Price 2.5
cents.
The attention of our readers Is in-
vited to the advertisement of Messrs.
Jones er Co., which can he seen else-
where in this paper. They have a
very complete, large and elegant
stock of dry goods, carpets, boots and
shoes, and an unusually attractive
notion department. This is a wide-
awake and enterprising firm, always
to time front with something new, and
constantly looking to the intetest of
the people by selling at very reason-
able figures. The members of this
firm have bad many years experi-
ence in their business, and buy di-
recefroin the manufacturers for "spot
cash," and consequently can and do
give their customers time advantage
of low prices. In these hard times
all are especially anxious to make
their cash go as far as possible, and
they can find out how to do it by call-
ing on Jones ez Co., and inspecting
anti pricing the articles in the various
departments there. The proprietors
and their corps of efficient, attentive
and polite clerks will take pleasure
in showing goods, SO (10 not fail to -call.
— we-
Buck le n'a Art ..
The Best Salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fey e Sores, 'fetter,
Chapped Hands, Cheblains, Corns
and all Skin Eruptions, and positAvely
cures Piles, or.no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price 25
cents per box. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
M. Jesse L. Edumndson, who has
for some time past been the editor of
The Paragraph, published at Oak-
land, Cal., has purchased the paper
and is now both editor and prdprie•
tor. The Paragraph is an 8-page pa-
per, gotten up in pamphlet form, and
is a very bright, newsy and well-
edited journal. Mr. ledmundeon's
many friends in this city will be
gratified to learn that he Is meeting
with well deserved success in his
venture.
Increased Fifteen Thousand teed.
The Express but recently published
the feet that Mr. 1. P. Cole, a poor
man who resides at Pearsall, was the
lucky winner of fifteen thousand dol-
lars in The Louisiana State Lottery,
having purchased ticket No. 98,4.55,
which drew one-fortieth of the grand
capital prize of $000,000 in the De-
cember drawing. Mr. Cole sent his
ticket to New Orleans by express,
where it was cashed in full and the
money returned to him in a remarka-
bly short tine, thus demonstrating
the fact that the Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company is as reliable as ever,
and never makes a promise that is
not carried out to the letter.—San
Antonio (Tex.) Express, Jan. bele
IMPORTANT NOTICE
To flesbeitecret a ries( of F. and Is Union
of Chrumetat County.
Each secretary of sub-unions
*la throughout the county will please
send to me at HopkInsville a list of
members in good *tending to date
and also hereafter when a member is
expelled or suspended the secretary
will please notify me of the fact at
once. The secretary of each sub-
union is requested to t Iva each mem-
ber in good standing a certified certi-
ficate to hold and present to me at
my office, MeDaniels block, Hopkins-
E. F. CG1 N
Sec. and Business Agt.
• • 41.11.
Judge Winfree in a New Rote.
Judge Winfree was called from his
Judielal seat Tuesday to unite the
hearts, hands and fortunes of Mr. B.
M. Ricketts and Miss Jennie Cook.
The ceretnouy was performed in the
County Clerk's office and was wit-
'1 LiE NEW ERA
--PUSLISRIED SC—
ew Ere Printing and Publislyng CO.
t_
111 A YEAR.
&sawed at tee Pestotate
eselati owe setter.
Friday. February 21, 1890.
tome Clap goctetti.
Mr. C. Heller, who represents the
Arm of Thisni peon & Cooper, of radii-
cab, is in the city taking orders for
spriug
Miss Mary Radford left this morn-
ing for Bowling Green, where she
will spend several weeks with rela-
tives and frieude.
Miss Mary Warfleiti, of Casky, ac-
compaulesi by Mr. Muke Nelson. Jr.,
left yesterday to visit friends and
relatives at Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Dr. McReynolds returned to
her Genie at Elkton yesterday, after
a pleasant visit to relatives in the
city and county.
Mrs. Wui. Jessup end her daugh-
ter, Miss Sallie, la Ito have been visi-
ting Mr. D. A. Tandy and family,
',turned Tuesday to their home at
#•'airview.
Mrs. S. T. Copeland, of Somerville,
is in the city.
Mr. Miller, of Nashville, is in the
city on business. He is the guest el
of Judge Wiufree.
Mrs. C. L. King, of Whiteaboro,
Texas, is tbe guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hester.
Mr. S Walton Forgy, of Elki0!1, is
In thecity to-day on professional bus-
iness. He Is accompatiied by hie wife
who le the guest of her uncle, Judge
Petrels.
Neagaii.Ieettia Ps usually of an in-
tense* ornarp, catting or burnine
charaister. T3 effect a speedy and
permanent cure rub thoroughly with
Salvation Oil, the greatest pain-cure
en earth. 25 cents.
When a man is ill he should send
for a doctor at once; but when he has
a cough or *sore throat he needs only
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. 21 edits.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
There were but few vacant chairs
Li the Opera Howse Monday eve. The
octeasion ea+ the kurth entertain-
meut given under the auspices of the
chautauqua he lecturer was
Rev. Rouert Sourer, of Washington,
D. C. The subject was Dr. Jekyll
and elle Hyde.
Upon this strange, weird and mys-
terious story, the leeturer has reared
a splendid monument to the genius
of %,e author. It is even thought by
many who heard it that Dr. Nourse
goes deeper in his analysis of the hu-
man mind than the vague euggee-
lions of the mystic parable justify.
He reasons from the premises which
the author promulgates and arrives
at conclusions which the latter could
not without leaving the field of fiction
for that of philosophy, reach.
The lecture is simply an analysis of
the story; it defines a moral which
the story only suggests; adorns a
tale which is not half told, and deliv-
ers the philosophy with which the
fiction is pregnant.
Dr. Nour,e is more actor than ora-
tor. His manner and style partake
of the s.age, his delivery at times be-
lug intensely dramatic. His face
cariya to the deaf the idea of which
he is speaking.
-a-- 
As a toilet article, Ayer's Hair Vig-
or staudo unrivaled. It eleateses the
scalp and removes dandruff, cures
itching bunters, restores the original




'or the season of Italian Opera, to
he rendered by the grand Italian
Opera Company at the amphitheater
auditorium, Louisville, Ky., March
tith, 7th and eth, 1990, at which will
appear, Madame Adelina Patti, the
queeu of song; signor tainagno, the
King of Mime; Mme, Nordic.* and
Alban'; Sigoo: Del Puente and
Raveill, and a grand chorus, the
Newport News it Mississippi Valley
Company, Western Division, will
sell round trip tickets to Louisville
at two thirds rate. Tickets will be
add for trains on March nth, 7th and
Rh. Good returning up to and le-
eluding March 10th, 1890. Tickets
and all desired information secured
of station Agent.
Nigh Noon Tea.
The high noon tea given Tuesday
at the residence of Dr. and Mrs. Bla-
key by the South Side Chautauqua
Circle to the members of Robert
Burns Wilson Circle, was one of the
most agreabie social affairs which
ever took place at a Hopkinsville
house.
The rooms were beautifully deco-
rated with natural flowers, wrought
Into exquisite designs. Every apart-
ment was closed to the light of day,
and lighted only by artificial meant.
The ladies all appeared in evening
costumes, and nothing was wanting
to contribute to the success of the oc-
casion or carry out the unique idea.
The menu was elaborate and entirely
in keeping with the occasion.
The South Side Circle was repre-
sented by Dr. B. W. Stone, Mrs. re
Blakey, Mrs. Tom Rocha an, Mrs.
Walter Garnett, Miss Tillie Waller,
Miss Mamie Barnes, Miss Susie Stites,
Miss Mary Green and Miss Fannie
Fairleigh.
The following members of Robert
Burns Wilson Circle were present:
Mrs. Dr. Gish, Mrs. Dr. Seargent,
Mrs. Alex. Bush, Mrs. James Breath-
itt, Misses Sue and Hattie Hooper,
Mrs. Eugene Wood, Mrs. Dr. NV. 0.
Wheeler and Mrs. F. W. Dabney.
pencil gocuotno•.
Gallery seats for sale to the Litt e
Tycoon at Galbreath'e.
Dr. James Rodman is confined to
ratini with influenza.
ta Huykia••Ille se
lionshaw it Brasher, furniture
 dealers and undertakers. w-tf
Dr. J. A. Southall, over First Nat'l
Bank. Telephone ottke and resideuce.
Go to Thompson & Meador for wall
paper, and house furnishing goods.
Five applicants for pensions were
examined by the local board yester-
day.
The largest stock of esti itaeer ever
_eceivea in Hopkinsville, at Hopper
hr
The Durham Cigar trade them all,
try and be coat limed, for sale by all
dealers.Mr. J. H. Audersou let yesterday
for the east, where he will purchase
spring goods.
Dr. Gemu—Office over City Mink.
Telephone—tidier and res deuce.
Jan. 4, tf.
Pure ueattoo; oil at 90 cents per
&lett. 'Ai. J. WITHERS & SON.
Jan. 23, eat.
Mr. R. J. Hales has beeu apeoiuted
as postmaster at Johnson's P. 0., in
this county.
We are sorry to hear that Mr.
Samuel IL White, of Julien, Ky., is
very sick with pneumonia.
A trial of the Durham Cigar will
convince you that it is the best in
tete market., For eels by all dealers.
Ida Mason was tried On a charge of
lunacy I efore
morning, anti ordered sent to the
asylum.
The collection of city taxes is pro-
gressing very satisfactorily, a very
large portion of the city's annual
revenue having passed into the hands
of the tax collector.
Judge Brasher, this
Dr. J. M. Pendleton, of Bowling
Green, will fill the palpit at the
Baptist church Sunday. Dr. Pendle-
ton is widely known and recognized
as a man of ability and learning.
The Masonic ledge of this city will
eelebrate its fiftieth anniversary Sat-
urday night by a grand banquet at
Masonic hall. Invitations have been
issued to a large number of friends
awl families of the order.
Mrs. Phil Walkius, who lived near
Beverly, died with pneumonia Sat-
urday at two e'clo k. Her illness
was quite brief as s me was only con-
fined to her rooei about ten days
from the time site Was taken sick
until she died.
The electric light plant for the
asylum will arrive this week, and
everything is being placed in readi-
ness for its immediate erection and
operation. Workmen are now em-
ployed in preparing the wires for
connection with the dynamo.
The fine farm, containing 170 acres
of land, formerly owned by Mr.
John L. Kennedy, which is located
about five miles east of this city on
the Cadiz pike, was sold by him this
week to Mrs. Louise Petsch, a Ger-
man lady, whose husband is a well
known West Christian farmer.
The Circuit Court docket for the
March teem will be the largest. for
many years. Seventy-five new cases
have been filed up to the 
..presenttime, and twodaym yet remai  for the
attorneys to institute new toles. Au
unusually large amount of money is
in litigation. The criminal docket
will also be very large.
Mr. A. J. Wilmuth, a brakeman on
the Clarksville & Princeton railroad,
was dreadfully mangled Thursday
night at Cotb Station, Ky., while
coupling cars. He lived only a few
hours, and died in great. agony. His
home was in New Providence, Toun.,
where he had a wife and one child,
who are left in destitute circum-
stances by his death.
"Self Made" is the title of a strong
story written by Mrs. F. M. Girand,
of this county. It will appear in book
form at an early date, and is already
in the publisher's heeds. A number
of- the authoress' friends who have
seen the manuscript speak of it in the
highest terms. The plot deals with
many incidents which will be recog-
uized by local readers. The story is
said to be handled in a strong and
pleasing manner.
Mr. H. B. Garner, a well known
and popular druggist of Cite city,
has made an assignment for the
benefit of his creditors. Mr. NV.
Moses West Is his assignee, and has
the business In charge for settlement.
Mr. Garner has a gn at many friends
In this city and ceuuty who will
deeply regret to learn of this unfor-
tunate turn in his affairs. The strin-
gency of time money market and the
inabily to collect what is due him
caused the assignment. '
Mr. A. B. Aulick, of Falmouth,
Ky., who was here last week, visiting
P. H. NleNaney, of the Driving Park,
has concluded an engagement with
that gentleman, by which he will re-
turn here in a few days, to remain at
the Park the coming season and as-
sist in driving and training the tine
stock intrusted to Mr. McNaneyai
care. Mr. Aulick in an experienced
gentleman, having been associated
with Mr. McNaney in the mime work
for several years in Pennsylvania.
Mr. Jacob Lieber, the tonsorial ar-
tist, who has made this city his home
for the past two years, left
Tuesday for Clarksville, Tennessee,
where be will locate permanently
and conduct a shaving parlor and
bath rooms. Mr. Lieber has made a
number of friends in this city who
wish him the success at his future
borne which he deserves. The NEW
ERA takes pleasure in commending
••• him to any community in whh• he
may locate.
A case was called by Judge Winfree
Saturday in regard to forcing
the county to open a public road from
Newstead, Ky., on the Canton pike,
to a point near Cox's mill on the Cox
mill road. This road would cost the
county over $1,e00, as the damage al-
ready claimed by land owners whose
land lies contiguous to the proposed
road is $1,500, and the grading and
clearing of the road would be about
$200, making in the aggregate $1,700
which the county would have to pay
should the project be put through.
It is the opinion of the court that the
road is not needed, especially at that
price.
Last September the City Council
tressed an ordinance conferring upon
Mr. S. H. Turner and his associates
the exclusive privilege of establish-
ing and operating an electric light
plant in this city for a Heitc!fic time.
Mr. Turner and his tesociates had se-
cured many subscribers foe: the lights
and were about to commence work
upon the erection of the plant when
the new Board of (7ouncilmen, at its
last meeting, repealed that portion of
the ordinance which gave these gen-
tlemen the exclusive right to estab-
lish and conduct the electric light
plant, upon the ground that it would
ereate a monopoly. There has been
much comment upon this action of
the city fathers in the matter, and
the large majority of the people do
not approve of it. We publish to-
day a communication from a clear-
headed and progressive business man
on this subject, which should be
nessed by quite a number of people. carefully perused by the council and
Both parties reside in the county. the citizens generally.
PEMBROKE.
A IIBIEF ILLS IEW OF A 11IU1VIM
VILLAGE-
Some Farts About Its 11lstorntmmdAd.
van'agea Not General') knee a.
Interesting Vacua and Figure,. Gath-
ered by is New Era Representative
Ten miles south of Hopkinsville on
the Henderson division of the Louis-
ville and Nashville railroad, is situa-
ted the thriving little city of Pem-
broke. of the many enterprising
villages which dot the surface of
Christian county and contribute to
her wealth and industry, Pem-
broke in point of population
and commercial importance stands
at the head. It is time center of the
most fertile portion of Chris Ian
county, and its business( interests are
sustained by time product of time thirst
lands to be roma! in Southern Ken-
tucky. All around it are to ibe seen
the evidences of, a prosperous and
independent community. The tieltls
which at retch in every direction are
rich st ith plenty, and indicate that
method and meamt are used hi their
cultivation. The farmers through-
out this section are all men of wealth,
capable of putting into practice the
meet advanced ideas and availing
themselves, of the latest discoveries
in "agricultural science."
HOW IT WAS NAMED.
Many years ago Dr. Lunsford Lind-
say emigrated to Chrietlau county
and twitted near the present site of
I embroke. This was in the pioneer
days and as there was then no post-
office nearer than }Intik ineville Dr.
Lindsay was greeted permission to
establish an office. This he did, and
the periodical mails were received
and distributed at his residence. The
office was called "Pembroke," by
Dr. Limittay, after the celebrated
character in Jane Porter's novel
"Thadeus of Warsaw." Pembroke
contiuued to be simply a country
posto-ffice for many years, but as the
rich lands in the vicinity began to be
settled and cleared by the sturdy
stock, whose descendants now consti-
tute the substantial element of Chris-
tian county's population, it remounted
the proportions of a village.
ITS GRADUAL GROWTH.
When the railroad was constructed
It became at once one of the most
Important shipping and distributing
points along the line. The growth of
Pembroke front a country posit-office
to an important village has been
nothing wonderful or phenomenal!
and yet inn its steady growth may be
traced the gradual developmeut of a
prairie into a Christian community.
THE TOWN AND THE PEOPLE.
Pembroke at this time has a popu-
lation of about 800 souls. The stran-
ger who finds himself among the
people is at once impressed by their
courtesy, culture and refinement,
!social qualities so rarely found In
villages of like 'size.
The little town is laid off with
geometrical precision and is built on
either side of the railroad. The resi-
dences, which are always an infalli-
ble index to the character of a com-
munity, will compare favorably with
those of any city in Kentucky. They
are models of the architect's skill, and
the epacioue lawns and yards reflect
the taste of their owners. The dwel-
lings all sit back from time streets and
are approached through beautiful av-
enues of shade trees which in sutioner
meet over the walks and present the
most pleasing pictures of quiet refine-
ment and domestic ease. Many of
the business houses of Pembroke are
in keeping with the handsome resi-
dences. The Miller Block is a large
two story brick building finished and
furnished throughout with every
modern convenience and improve-
ment. It was erected if 1885 by M.
G. Miller one of the meet prosperous
merchants in Christian county. His
large and extensive bueinces justified
the expenditure. Mr. Miller's drug
store is without exception the most
artistically arranged house of -its
kind in this portion of the State. The
interior is a picture of neatness, sys-
tem and order. The furniture is of
cherry, the beaks being made to
blend in harmony with the coloring.
MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS.
One of the largest general merchan-
dise and supply stores in the (limey
Is conducted at Pembroke by Messrs.
NV. W. and J. P. Garnett. These
gentlemen have ',seen reeidente of
Pembroke almost from its infancy,
and are identified with its progress
and prosperity. l'hey are enterpris-
ing merchants and have conducted
their business with such marked suc-
cess that it has grown to very large
proportions.
Messrs. J. P. Bragg and G. H.
Smith are successfully conducting
large and prosperous dry goods stores.
There are twelve mercantile eetab-
Bailments in Pembroke, representing
nearly every branch of trade and do-
ing an annual business of several
hundred thousand dollars.
HOTEL ACCOMODAVIONS.
The little city's hotel accommoda-
tions are equal to its pretensions, there
being two hostelries conducted by ex-
perienced parties, beside several res-
taurants where the wayfarer may




I CASEY, HY., Feb. next
; meeting of Christian Co. Poi:lona
Grange will be held with Fairviw
Grange on Friday Feb. eeth, 1890, at
10 o'clock, a. In. In consequence of
bad weather we failed to meet at
Trenton Jan. 17iti, bud the pro-
gramme prepared for that meetingi
will be carried out at thie, which
is as follow a:
The comparative value. of ot beef
and dairy produces and cost of pie duo-
Ulm G. V. Green, W. C. Garth. The
grasses and their cultivatiou—J. L.
Mooely, M it. King. To what ex-
tent ohouid the Grange co operate
with other farmers' organizations—
C. D. Bell, Dr. J. D. Clardy. Do our
present laws and system of govern-
ment demandemlitical action in the
Grange—T. D. Waller, Austin l'eay.
What are the causes of depression
of agricultural pro(iticts—Frank
Pierce, T. H. Shaw. Does sueceoe in
life depend more on intlividual ex-
ertion or cireummtaneeti—Eil a'ebb,
Thomas tireen and John Hatibery.
These questions will be discussed
in open Grange and everybody is in-
vited to attend and participate. We
hope all the subordinate Granges will
be well iepresented anti not only
those a home inemes are on the pro•
gram, but every member of the
Grange should think over these
questions and be prepared to express




Is one which is guaranteed to bring
you satisfactory results, or le case of
failure a return of purchase price.
On this safe plan you can buy front
our advertised Druegist a bottle of
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption. It is guaranteed to bring
relief in every case, when used for
any affeetion of Throat, Lungs or
Chest, such as Consumption, Inflam-
mation of Lungs, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup,
etc. It it. pleasant and agreeable to
taste, perlectly safe, and can always
be depended upon. Trial bottles free
at H. B. Garner's Pharmacy.
se
Concord RIppiea.
Coxcomb, KY., Feb. '33, 1890.
on account of sickness in his fam-
ily, Rev. W. M. Hall failed to fill his
appointment at Concord. He will
preach on the second Sunday in
March and Saturday preceding.
Mr. Louis Elgin, of the Vaughn's
Chapel neighborhood, will address
the Farmers' and Laborers' Union at
Concord next Saturday evening., the
221 Wet., at 1 o'clock Come out and
hear !flue he is a good speaker.
Mr. W. H. Reeder's daughter, Miss
Willie, is slowly improving after a
severe attack of pleuro-pneumonia.
Mr. Dock Conine, wife and son,
B. Carden, wife and child, and Dock-
ey Carden and wife, all of Washing-
ton county, Virginia. rented a house
from Mr. E. NV. Davie to rest their
stock for awhile and wait till the
roads were so they could travel. They
all bad severe attacks of the grip, but
Sunday morning they started on their
journey to Illinois.
Mrs. Lucy Davis, of Madisonville,
is visiting relatives in this neighbor-
hood.
Mitt Emma Courtney spent last
Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. NV. NV. Littlefield.
Nine Lula Cox, of the Autioch
neighborhood, recently spent several
days with the family of her father,
Mr. W. C. Davis.
The young people were highly en-
tertained by Mr. and Mrs. James
Lacy one night last week. Those in
attendance were: Mr. amid Mrs.
Charles Lacy, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cox,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Littlefield, Mr.
and Mrs. Johu Bates, Misses ('ora
Pringle, Laura Davie, 'tank Ralston,
Laura Foster, Emma Courtney and
Messrs. Frank Pringle, J. B. Little-
field, E. P. Wilkins, J. C. Foster,
Will Davie and George Littlefield.
The guests dispersed at 11 o'clock,
Clanking their host and hostess for a
very pleasant evening.
Mr. George Crunk killed a very
large red fox last Saturday. George
is a good shot and a fox has but little
show in gunshot distance of hint.
A bold thief knocked down and
carried oft' several turkeys from Mrs.
NV il liam Johnson's a few days ago.
The sale at the late residence of M.
C. Davis, deceased, Saturday, was
largely attended and everything
brought Iair prices.
Tobacch beds are now the topic of
conversation with farmers. Many
doubt whether they can make it pay
to plant tobacco.
The peach and pear trees are in
bloom and from present prospects we
will have a very early crop of fruit.
Fioss v.
Pembroke is the seat of numerous
tobacco factories and rehandling
houses, which (luring the busy season
afford employment to more than three
hundred laborers. A large nuniber
of the farmers through the tobacco
district tributary to Pembroke mend
their crops to be rehandled and pre-
pared for the foreign markets. One
house alone last year shipped to New
York from Pembroke over 400 hogs-
heads of fine leaf. The total amount
of tobacco shipped from this point
during the past year will not fall far
short of 2,000,000 pounds.
SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES.
Pembroke's educational facilities
surpass those of many cities of great-
er pretentious. The public schools of
the town are under the direction and
supervision of Prof. E. J. Murphy,
the attendance during the year rang-
ing from 75 to 100 pupils. Miss Jeu-
Die Peay, a daughter of the late Dr. J.
Ni. Peay, who was one of the most em-
inent and h•arned divines of the Bap-
tist denomination, has charge of a
private academy which under her
management has become a superior
institution of learning.
Pembroke is a church-going village
and can timid of several verb Impos-
ing houses of worship. The Baptist,
Christian and Cumberland Presbyte-
rian denominations have each erected
costly structures which add no little
to the appearance of the place. The
colored Baptists also have a large and
comfortable church.
curl" GOVERNMENT.
The municipal affairs are managed
by a board of trustees chosen annual-
ly from the beat citizens of the place.
The town marshal and police judge
are eclected by the Board. At the
present time Judge D. S. Hord is die-
dispensing justice, and J. W.Wi II lams
upholding the dignity of the law in
the capacity of town marshal. Al-
though the tax levied upon town
property for the mainfainance of the
city government, street improvement!and other municipal expenses is light, I
the annual revenue, not including the
school tax, exceeds $1,800. Pembroke
does( riot owe a dollar, while the city
treasurer's books show a balance of
over nine hundred dollars in favor of
the people. Tels healthy state of af-
fairs is due fo the careful and judicious
administration of its trustees. The
wellfare of out modest little neigh-
bor is entrusted only to men who are
known to haveiiits interests at heart.
There's a !entrain this which many
more pretentioes places than Pem-
broke, might ptoilitably learn.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
The Flume Steam Washer.
The Florenee Steam Washer is hav-
ing a geod run in this community,
and is giving splendid satisfaction, an
the following testimonials indicate:
I have tested the Florence Steam
Washer, and pronounce it n success.
It doers all that is claimed for R.
el us. Om AR BROWN.
I have seen; the Florence Steam
Wasber operate and can cheerfully
recommend it es being well worth the
money asked for it.
MRS. NV. A. Pool..
I have seen the Florence Walther




Greens ancl Rac iehes at
J. T Savages
BARGAINS.
We saved a lot of
goods from the recent
fire which we will close
out at a bargain. It will
be to your interest to
ano see what we
have,ar d take it at your
own price
CLARK & JOHNSON,
Room at Hirkins* stable.
We have refittoo our
Prescription Depart-
ment and can fill all
prescriptions acurate-
ly with Fresn Drugs,
by a Graduate of Phar-




210 acres of !and near Belleyiew
Ky., 110 acres cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place has good itn-
provemeute ou it t le weleu tered.
Is eituate41 in a good neighb.. cod,
conveniebt to schools and churl. tee,
and is 2ee miles from Graeey, a eepot
on the I. A. it T., railroad. For
further particulars apply to,
no,8tf. W. T. WILLIAMSON.
Springs tract and ext• tieing to depot. Farm
SEVEN SUITS.
Various Insurance Companic4 Sued in
the Cirvuit Court We 1 nesday.
T. D. Gray, of this county, and
Hapcock, Hallume at Co , a ware-
house firm, of Clarksville, appear as
!plaintiffs to seven impottant damage
silts find in the Citcuit Court Wed-
nesday. The California Imturence
Co.; the Liberty Insurance Co.; the
Providenre Wamhington Co.; the
State Investment and Insurance Co ,
of Sari Francisco; the Hartford
Insurance Co.; the Ntanufac-
turers' anti Builders(' Insurance Co. 
able eutertaiutnent at his residence
and the Brititth Mercantile Imiurance 
on the 14th lute. It Was a valentine
Co., of lemtion, are made defentianta 
party. Among the young ladies hires-
('o
the eeveral petitions. 
ent were Mimics Meek and 1.izzie
The plaintiffs claim that they took 
Blanc, keuinie Coward, Minnie Allen
policies aid' each defendant, i let- 
arid Lucie Taylor. The young men
were It. F. Donnell. Pete Futtrell,ter agreeine to protect them egaimst
any lose whieh might be sustained by John Blanc and many others.
the burning of a certain building There have been a few plant
stored with leaf toliseeti, limig and burnt in this vicinity.
in bulk. 'they elaini further that on
the night of Oct. 8, 11489, the said
but with all its contente was to-
tally 1temiroyed by tire. Many- of
their valuable parent, books, etc.,
were, they allege, burned.
With omit prtitiou they tile as ex-
hibit the policy issued by defendant.
The amount asked from the several
eompanies will aggregate about
$15,000. The plaintiff, Gray, is a
well-known citizen of the Fairview
vicinity, anti at the time of his mite
fortune was handling tobacco on a
very extensive scale.
pURELY a vegetable compound,made entirely of roots and herbsgathered from the forests of
Georgia, and has been used by millions
of people with the best results. It
valRes
All manner of Blood diseases, from the
pestiferous little boil on your nose to
the worst cases of inherited blood
taint, such as Scrofula, Rheumatism.
Catarrh and
.5KIN•CANCER
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed
fres ewers SteiCtriC (.0.. Atlanta. Ga.
PREFERRED LOCALS.




Have the. largest stock
of flue Perfumes in the
city. Try their Wild
Crab Apple Blossom.
A lot of staple gro-




A general lot of gro-
ceries and grocers'
goods saved from the
fire must be sold at




at Wyly & Burnett's.





Next Door to Front Entranee of
Ceurt House,
Hopkinsvilla - - Hy
='OR R=INTTI
.3 leatse, large iot and cabins on Sr' enth
street, near tknith Kentucky College.
5 room house on I.Iherey street, $12 am per
tIou•e and lot on Jesup Avenue. $9..5) per
moult h.
CITY PROPERTY FOR SALE.
('heap lots Iles, R, R. water tank.
The Ice house property on 7th street DCAT
Princeton bridge. Will sell as a whole or in
lots.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street.
will be dividod into 4 or inure lots.
One of the most desirable residences on east
7th street, large lot, 2 alleys, S room house,
out- building», etc. Price P.750.
One of the largest and best appointed resi-
dences on !South Main street, with about I%
acre lot. at a bargain.
Seven room house and all out buildings,
cistern and large lot, all la splendid repair,
worth $3.000. We offer for $2...311). C•ituated on
North Main street.
Four room house •nd lot..50x$10 feet,on Mouth
Virginia street at a bargain.
The fine Lewis lot on Ninth street,
itio.165 fret, can be divided so as to make 6 good
boldness lots.
Lot OD Seventh street adjoining Saw Era
oiree very cheap.
Five room house and outbuildings n•srly
new, with one "(the finest lotion sou' LAI sin
street. A bargain.
Acre lot with Improvements ou south side
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
60, acre farm 5', Ulii4•41 from Hopkinsville,
on Palmyra/ road Entine dwelling; 5 rooms;
barn and stein.. %VIII exchange fir city
polperty, or sell cheap.
2.10 acre farm at Oak Grove, Ky. One of the
t •u•c.4 cheapest inning . Southern Ken-
m.
ai acres timber land, 4 miles ••••st front Gar-
ret tsburg, iojoining Mrs. Kell King.
IL:acre farm near West Fork of Pond
river. tiood limestone land and a bargain.
rnIt;i,./miera.rieoianerce jirianr11:11.1.en.T,am iti•elo;r eg(00d.unt3.0% Ky 
ne4
tinils•r; stone dwelling; t wo tenement houses
and all out building-. Only $3,110).
115 acre farm, on Sinking For bottom land,
well lu.proved, adjoining (anus of Judge Joe
McCarron, Ends Renshaw and others
A cheap 50 icre farm, well impnwed, near
PeFil'nberlketel'acre farm n•ar Rell evled Fine
bspr,,tit,:.:unitelaniti.d, good timber, and splendid tu-
17r% acre farm, fine soil and good improve-
ments, near Cburch Hill. on • public road.
140 acres land east side Cox Mill road, near
city !bulls.
162 acre farm, finely Improved with splen-
did custom mill, miles from l'embroke,
will sell at a bargain.
mony.
.1. P. Davis, Atlanta, Ga. (West End-,
writes: "I consider that B. B. B. has perma-
nently cured me of rheumatism and
sciatica."
V. It. Manlier. Athens, Ga., says: "B. B. B.
cured me of an ulcer that bad resisted all
other treat menL
E. 4-1.1.11111cY. Columbiana, Ala., writes:
-My mother and sister hod ulcerated sore
throat and scrofula. B. B. B. cured them."
Jacob F. sponcler, Newnan. Gs., writes:
"B. B. B. entirely cured me of rheunistism
In my shoulders. I used Six bottles."
Chits. Bei nhanit, No aril Fount.in Street,
Baltimore, Md., writes: "I suffered with
bleeding piles two years, and am glad to say
that one bottle of B. B. B. cured me."
.1. J. Hardy, /occoa, tia., writes: "B. B. B.
lea quick cure for catarrh. Three bottles
cured me. I had teen troubled sem eral
years."
A. Spink, Atlanta. 4/a., may•: "One bottle
of B. B. it. conipletelv cured my child of
eczema."
W. A. Pepper, Fredonia, Ala., writes:
-B. B. B. cured my mother of ulcerated sore
throat."
Marriage leteenses.
B. M. Ricketts to Jennie Cook,
Lucien Fletcher to Mary Boone.
COLORED,
John Hendricke to Sallie Thomp-
son, Perry Campbell to Jennie Thurs-
ton, Ben Showers to Lizzie Finley.
F. F. Wills, a prominent hook deal-
er, of Memphie TP13!1., says: "I
drteel 'Owen's Pink NI ixture' to cure
my child of summer l'Orliplaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For Sale by all drug-
gists.
ERIN JUNIOR STEEL BINDER.





Workc Perloctly on Rough, tine% en Ground—Some Others do not.
Wore, Perfectly In Tall, Heavy Crain. Some Others do not.
Works Perfectly in Light. Short Crain.—Some Otheroderat.
Works Perfectly in Badly Lodged Ora .—Som• Oteumsilletrt
Strongest Fnunc, iiiimpu..t Construction. Lit:Ito-0 Draft. Greatest Durability, MostManaged. GREAT I MERV VEM ENTS for ttlie place it farther than ever In the Mod=tooded
OUR .4144013TMENT (RAIN AND GRA.04-CUTTINO MACHINERT t. (lade me-
sew with our
REAPER. the Leader in its Class,
Our DEERING ITINDEE. TWINE made by oil c•eivc. tilt' 1.04‘t in the Wand. WO ars
the only Fhtrveeter ihinutaoturore who adopted this practioal method of protecting. busman
against ecoor Twit*.
Apply to Our nearest agent for litnstratesd catalogue and Fall Informs/OM Or write
WM. DEERING & CO., Chicago.direct to be;
NAT GAITHER, Manager JAMES WEST. tiniosman
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
aOr- Four months free storage to planters.
HERNDON & MAJOR,




Solicits the patronage of planters and dealers everywhere. Liberal each
advances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All WI-me-
co insured while in store unless written instructions pot to insure. Mark
all tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
BRYANT&STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Reek h•eping. Snarl Hanel. Telegraphy, a-e.
Write fur Catalogue and felt infiretination.LOUISVILLE KY9
0.05
Buys choice of all our Winter Over-
coats. We have them worth,
22.50, 20.00, 17.50,
and all the way down. On all cheap-
er grades we will take
al Off Former Prices.3
This is the chance oargain hunter's have beeu
waiting for, and now you havd it. This is posi-
tively the last cut, and first come first served.
In our Shoe Department beginning Friday we
will for two weeks present to each purchaser of
our $2 60 Ladies Fine Button Shoes, a bottle of
Gilt Edge or French Lustei Pclish This polish
sells everywhere for 25 cents and is the best made.
Our $2.60 Shoe is the best make on the continent,
and having been sold in Hopkinsville for years, it
hP s the reputation over any other shoe We have
the exclusive sale of the above shoe as on all the
other makes we carry.








Will be commenced at the clothing house of Pye, Dicken & Wall's
n Thursday Jan. 16, 1890.
Fine farm of 24a acres, adjoining Cerulean l And what you and every other reasoning citizen of Christian uouty
well inipro•ed, with Sere* under Ivo(' 1wants to know is how, where and when to buy the best goods for thefence, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, two tenements, barn, stable
and orchard, 6o0d for wheat, tobacco or
stock farm and at a bargain.
496 acre farm near Garretwburg. Land
Snit-clam and farm weJ1 Imicroved. Every-
cash, balance I and 2year. at 0 r cent
lare Dee Items.
Dee, K) ., Feb. 1.11, Is'.
The flatting seatton ligs commein
here and there tire a great many suck-
ers being caught.
Protracted meet i ng commenced here
at the Methodist church last Sunday.
While Mr. Ed Taylor ass chopping
wood a few days ago with a 5-pouud
ax, the implemeut glanced from the
log and struck the instep (if his foot,
Inflicting a painful wound.
Mr. D. S. Mason gave au enjoy-
beds
Newstead seems to be lucky in the
Leuisiana lottery. Mr. Prince Sallee
drew $e5 this month &feta trona many
boys in Pee Dee are trying their luck
In the lottery. Two Boys.
-4114-411.
B. B. U. -Botanic Mood Balm
If you try this remedy you will say as many
others have said, that it is the best Wood
purifier and tonic. Write Blood Dalm
Atlanta, Ga., .. of convincing testi-s
'least money. We haxe been able since starting in business in Hopkins-
Ky., to give teis infornation correctly, and do it without charge,
and if you will take the trouble to examine our prices below, or what isthing in good order. $ 311e-third more satisfactory, examine the goods, and get the prices. you will be
NW acre fartn on To011eet) Toad, netWeen convinced that we have no competition in prices, when values are con-
t.
Pembroke and Barker's Mill, well Improved
and well watered Will divide Into two
farms, 160 and 200 acres, giving dwellings OD
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with dwelling, barn. stables. wa-
ter and orchard, It) unties oast from city, and
three miles from Furguson's Store for t4.11).
The finest little farm. 136 acres, well im-
proved, on I. A. a T. Railroad, between Oak
Grove and Douglass Station, in Christilan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling (if., rocnta, tobacco
barn, and still equal to any Ill the Co.
IRO acre farm known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place, 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the best Improved farms in the county and
lanai rtve3.ry fine. • bargain offered In thisp
The I/. T. Carter 441 sere farm, one of the
finest In South Christian. UNA every neser-
sury substantial Improvement including or-
dclitvairsdlo. nl.Sne nine from Elmo aim,! odly hree
nines from Aunt net Depot. To be Ir. for
uctillta&lias,
strayed or stolen.
On the :Nth of January, from the
Mat. Majors place, 2 utiles from Hop-
kineville, on Newstead and C 
pike, a sorrel mare about 15 hands
Iligh, blaze and dish face, one upper
tooth out, also Near on 11111(1 leg near
the joint. A liberal reward will be
paid for her recovery.
w-2t H. J. Ts:mete:ewe
.sidered our stack o
BOOTS -141- PQ x, SHOES
Are complete, and our prices are lower than ever before.
Fe w of Our Bargains:
Boys' and Gents' Linen Collars, late style, this g000d only for
weeks
Gents' Linen Cues -
•
•
Scotch mixed underwear, medium weight, mens' sizes retail
for 50 cents - - -
Whith cotton underwear, heovy weight, mens' ElZ438 -
Camels Hair Underwear • -
Striped cotton underwear, extra heavy weight, worth 78c
All-wool red underwear, all sizes -
All-wool striped underwear, retails everywhere for
Your choice of any boys' overcoat, worth from $4 to $7 50
---------------------  _ •l'ublie Notice.
Having reeons)dered my former annouere-
ment ton Jailer of Christian county, subjectIt, the action of the Democratic party, and
tliningli the advice of niy nian y friends. I
h''rel'Y announce tripwires en independent
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!AUG( STICAMIL1111. LOW RATCS.
rour Tripe per Week Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Peorwaylatrul:, Tve.yllarts. mad Lake
Ivory Week Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
SmIay Tape Magi Day, Aar.' •M
Double Daily Lae Ilmareen
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Sleets end Birarsien Ttekees will be ferialbed
by your Triter Aare. ea soarer
E. WHITCOMB, G. P A.. Densest'. Mee.
ellitrolt 'wed CI:vs'and Steam :".lav. Cto.
4ALESM ;1:81:::C11"'
goads byesuip
n• the w bole-
-ate and retail id a. te. B e ere Mae I
1,... 
alen•itucturer, ii. our !toe. Enchiee two-
rent stamp. A pei tot. cot wAGES
DO- iII0111. Nu attentsm taint t., '''
for wages. advertising, etc.
Htsl card& Mosey ativanced$3 00
a
Centennial- Idansfacturmg Co.. PER DAY.
•
DEMUR
WASkal hlt•My L.11111ty. SibbeEd riff fl to act Imo
inetteradegis mem* serviee. r.





Lamas Dapr••• •-i !Wit real
tea, Machias •• r. S. ['eery barman, ma














• uilee with Judge McCarro11,1 near cour
boos,. HookinsvIre, Ky.
Will pract lee in the cuurta of Christian and
adjoining counties.




prart icy In all the court* tbe com-
monwealth. Office upstairs in the McDaniel
block.
, Especial attention paid to the collection of
• tiaras . doutlaw.




HUNTER Woon. 0 M. BILL
WOOD & BELL
Attorneys Al taw.
orrica IN HOPPER. BLOCK, LTI" STAIRS
Will practice in 'the courts of Christian








..500A- TO WOMAN iNMEDIANII
swam REMITIR ea ATZANTA 114.
'ail.' *16
• • V 14 I 
.111.
JOHN C. ELLIS
FA and sto, Stible
Corner Irvirifilli& and Eighth streets
Keeps a full line of horses and
vehicles.
Bethel Female college.
xelusively fier Young Ladies'.
The Fall Season Will Open on
IMO, AUGUST 26. 1889.
111stbsished teachers of the Ancient and
Modern Linguist..., are added to the faculty.
Mrs .1 0. Rust will prestide. Special arrange-
Meats may be made by ladies not connected
With college for sal ruination into the chimes In
isms.% Art, Etueution. Mathematics or the
Modern Lang wises For Information call on
or address the President.
W RUST Houltinev211a. Ky.
TO WEAK MEN
MaSering from the effects of youthful errors. early
decay. wasting washroom. lost manhood. ste., I will
send • Vainebie treatise lovaled, containing fall
particulars fur houseenre. FRIle of clump. •
splendid medical work should read by enemy
nem who is nervous and debtlitseed. Address.
D. IINWILNDS, NIDIBONA, CAM'
SAYRE FEMALE L!!!TITE!
A *uteri boarding and day school fen.) mina ladiesiisompesitted in 1.44. Itor twenty yesra abider theel the present Principal. K • odergarten.
Itellidemic and Collegiate boyar% moo'
11Kodorn Lest weir, full 1. 51-
reddIFIcS areaosm of sod
Large cue, rola and be saga, w
dee.-iur tippersors tor clams Instruction Num kW
r.rialkirs limited to thirty-la x. Yor r•••• tat
• .1 so 1M•











This p .wder never varies. A marvel of
purity, strengt h and wholeatemeness more
economical than the ordinary kinds, and
annot be .old I u competition with the multi-
twle of low test, short weight alum or phut.-
ptiate powder's Hold only in rano. Royal.
EAKINS POWDER CO.. 1118 Wall at N V
hum of machlitery is music for ourDr. J. N. Metcalfe's Speech.
: At a tuseti cif of the County Agri- ears. Yon tall mountain yields up
cultural Wbeel held at Crofton, Ky., its iron, its silver and Its gold, lateen'
Jan. 31, 1890. Pres. Ramsey being : boats glide merrily down our miehte
absent, Dr. J. N. Metealfe, of liar- rivere; the shrill whistle of the loco-
retteburg, Christian Co., Ky., was
elected Pres. pro tern., and on taking
the chair he made the following re-
marks upon the good of the order,
science and agricu I tu re :
Brothers:-There never wae, since
the dawn of creation, any human or-
gatezatien, more heavily freighted
with the welfare, the destieles aed tee
hopes of humanity, than the one for
the promotiou of whoite cause we
. have assembled on this oceasiuti.
1 The of the times indicate
emit vitiate etre to the laboring claim,
td our lund, in a rue!al, tleaucial, it
uot a political view of the ease, and
fhat too iu the net far distant future.
If we do not unite, and strain with
herculean power, to avert these im-
pending dangers (which are obvious
to every thiukiug, observant mince)
this generation, or the next at farth-
est will see the majority of the farm-
ers anti laborers of America, were
serfs and teuants upon the lands of,
the millionaires anti the self-etyled
lords of creation. I very much fear
a war between capital anti labor,
which should it come (and God forbid
it) it will surpaes Li magnitude any
war ot ancient or tut/erre times, aud
before which and in comparison to
which, the Freud) revolution aud
our own fractricidal war of 1861 to '65
will sink into utter insigualeauce.
, More horrible will it be, than the
't‘titne when the windows of Heaven
were opened, wheu the waters covered
the face of the earth and the moun-
tain wave swept on and on, without •
shcre, its foam-crested top, ladeued
with the wrecks of humanity. With
you farmers, tillers of the soil and
laborers, lies the only hopeful reme-
dy.
'Twee but a few years ago, when,
turning our eyes towards our gloriuue
eouthland, we beheld a little cloud,
no laiger titan a man's hand, rising
gently above the horizon. That cloud
represented the begiuuingof the Agri-
cultural Wheel iu our country. It
has continued to rise, increase and
spread until to-day it reaches out
North, South, East aud West and
o'erepreade almost the whole canopy
of Heaven. Upon its surfuce we can
'see the forked liglituings play, aud
dowu in the sepulchral depths we
can hear the mutterings of the deep-
toned thunder and the roar.ng of the
mighty winds. These are its notes
of warning to all opposition, to all il-
1. gal trusts, rings and monopolies,
re loug this cloud will let iteelf loose
iu benignant showers, and fertilize
and refresh the gardens aud fields of
the farmers of America aud usher in
an era of Agricultural prosperity un-
paraleled in the world's Wintery.
While we are not aud do not pro-
pose to become a separate political
organization, yet we will welcome
with pleatture and hail with delight
the dawn of that day, when we can
say to any great party advocating the
cause of illegal trusts, rings and mo-
notones: "Thus far shalt thou go,
and no farther." We expect to wield
and hold the balance of power. ellen
brothers, educate yourselves, so as to
know your rights and dare maintain
them. Advocate with a manly bold-
ness equal rights to all aud exclusive
priveligeie to none. Demand a fair
proportion o: educated furthers in
hails of legislation, demand a reduc-
tio'n of the onerous taritt, a reduction
upon the necessaries and comforts of
life, anti au increatie, if need be, upon
the luxuries. Assert the unfaituess
of the farmers paying taxes upon all
their property, while the millionaires
and bloated bondholders go scott free,
and hide their well-tailed money bags
in the safes and vaults of a corrupt
administration. Demand also the
abolition of the National bank system
and the substitution of legal tender
treasury notee issued insufficient vol-
ume to do the business of the ceuntry
on a cash system. Advocate the pas-
sage of such laws by your State Leg-
islatures, as shall effectually prevent
the dealing in futures of agricultural
and mechanical productions.
everythiug in your power to fa-
vor the uulimited coinage of silver.
Oppose to your utmost the alien own-
ership of land and favor a speedy re-
clamation of such, its well assail lands
owned by railroads aud other corpo-
rations, in excess of such as are act-
ually used and needed by them. And
as far as poseible, support for office
only such men as can be depended
upon to enact these principles into
statute law, uninfluenced by party
Caucus.
Did you ever compare the condition
of our country with that of any other
upon which the sun ever shed its
bright rays? If se you eau but agree
with me when I say that the condi
eion to-day of our country compared
with any other, is truly enviable.
We live in a land where law and or-
der prevail, wnere educational and
agricultural interests are fostered and
cherished. Where the tree of liberty.
though nourished in its infancy, by
the blood of our fathers, now extends
its protecting branches over a com-
paratively contented and happy peo-
ple.
We are indebted to education and
science in part, fer our happy homes
in such au enlightened land-for more
than 397 years ago, science whispered
in the ear of Christopher Columbus,
there is a new world beyond the sea
anti Columbu's faith in scientific
truths and deductions, together
with his indomitable energy and un-
tiring perseverance, planted his foot
at last upou this so long dreamed of
land beyond the tea, and our history
since then has been a "Constant anti
expanding miracle, from Plymouth
Rote% anti Jamestown all the way,"
aye even front the hour when, from
the voiceless aud trackless ocean, a
new world rose to the sight of this in-
epired old sailor. 'Tie true lie found
it In a rude aud undeveloped state,
yet to him, elated by his great dis-
covery, it 'seemed grand and beauti-
ful even in its prietine wildnet.s.
But then, her primeval forests had
never bowed to the axe of civilization
I and supremaey was only acknow-
: !edged to the raging tempest.
I Then her mighty rivers rolled en
in Idleness, bearing upoa their bosoms
no floating palaces ladeued with the
wealth of nations.
Her streamlets dashed on, e'er bar-
ren rocks, but turued Po busy mill-
wheel. The hidden treseures of her
wealth slept far down in the bowels
of the earth, undiscovered by tLe
pick of the miner.
The savage yell of the red man only
accompanied the sweet music of her
whispering pines and miguifleent
water-falls. But hush, the tread o
science and civilization is advancing,
their foot prints are on the sea.
The Indian looks out from his rude
wigwam, in wonder and setoniehment
and sees the white sail, like the wing
of some huge seabird flying before
the wind.
Now the noble ship is anchored and
the pioneer steps upon old Plymouth
Rock. The haven is reached and the
great work of agriculture is begun.
The tall forests yield and bow obedi-
ence to the woodman. In yon valley
where just now grew the thorn and
the thistle, now waves the beautiful
golden grain. The church, school-
"wale and college rise over the spot
where a few weeks ago, blazed the
campfire of the savage. And soon
cottages of happy farmers dot the
ferti land ecape like lilies
spread upon a bed of green.
Towns and cities are soon built, the
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Scientific and Standard Popular Medical Treatise
on the Errors of onth,Premature Decline,Nesvu,,a
and Physical Debility, impartial, of the Blood.
EXHAUSTEDVITALITI
P-kAJNT01.0 MISERIES
Remit:biz from Folly, Vice, Ignorance, Excesses or
overtaxation, F.nervannz and winning the victim
for Week, Business, the Married or Social Itela: on.
Avoid umkilital pretenders. Possess th's ',rent
work. It contains MO royal bro. 13e:int:lel
binding, embossed, et. Pries onIy 11.‘ t by
mail, postpaid, concealed in plain wrapper.
Truitt! Prospectus Erre. if you iniply now. T,.e
disdneuished rubor, Wm. IL Parker, M. D., re-
ceived the GOLD AND JEWELLED MED L
fru the Nacional Medical Association for
this PRIER EsItSAY on PiEILVOUS and
PHYSICAL DIEBILITY.Dr. Parker and aeorp I
of Amistant Physicians may be consulted, confi-
dentially, by mail or In at the office of
THE PEABODY MEDICA INSTITI7TE,
No. 4 Ballesele lioetes. Mass- to whom all










A Most Effective Combination.
This veil known Tonic and Nervine lagalnIng
great reputation as scare for Debility, Driven-
=ad NERVOUS disorders It relieves allid and debilitated conditors of ths sys-
tem; arenstros the bulled. and bodily ninet100.;
builds re wens sr Nerves ; aids dIxestIon I re-
moras igposised brt Vitallt•, and brines bock
szessili and vizor. It is pleasant to the
sad use regularly traces the System agates.
Issensuce of Malaria.
Peke-01.00 per Bottle of 14 ounces.
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NEVER OUT OF ORDER.
If you desire to purchase I acw ing machine,
sea our agent at your place for terms and
glitz:. If you cannot Mal our agent, write
tonestrer 'midmost toyou below named.
1
NETHOMESEVIGMADINEaORANCEPASS.
CMIC A•0 - 2a teItON SQUARE NY.- DALLAS.
I LL•
PT 1.0014„ MO. Agilliffaira.suruacZollia•
AGENr6 WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER ACO.,
g40 Superior et:, Cleveland.
motive echoes and re-echoes through
our hills and valleys as it bears froru
place to place the products of our
soil; the chained lightning is our
messenger, not only ou terra firma
but even down among the coral
groves of old oceau.
It is science that actiomplislies all
this. It is ecience that calculates the
velocity of light as it flashes from the
eyelids of morn. It is science That
marks out the courses of the planets
as they whirl in the immensity of
to:.ave 'round their grand and brilliant
ceeter, and it tells us that flie gems
that glitter in the coronet of heaven
have been shedding their mellow
light upon the universe for ages upon
ages.
And in conclusion, brothers, science
Is still opening still broader fields of
knowledge to the mind aud invites
you aud invites us all to explore and
develop its yet hidden treasures.
The mind of man must be aided in
its development by the evening in-
fluences of science, or it will grovel
forever in tbe dust. 'Tie like the ten-
der vine which would never leave the
bosom of its mother earth, did It not
find in its wanderings itOttle ehoeen
forest tree around which to twine its
caressing tendril's and be lilted by it
into sunshine. And brothers, lei tie
hope that when the end shall come,
when time shall be no more,
••w hen wrapt in names the n•alms of Kther
glow,
Anil heaven'. last thunder shakes the world
below,"
that science, together with her twin
sister religion, will snatch from the
burniug ruins the torch of a broader
slid more ennobling civilization, and
winging their flight skyward, will
plant it as a beacon light upon the
very battlements of Eternity, there
to shed its benignant light forever
and ever.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: -Owen's Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
suffering from diarrhosa and summer
son' plai lit.
HORSES' FEET.
CIMINO Made b7 aa Experienced Stew
Advise Worthy of Consideration.
An experienced sheer claims, in The
New York Tribune, that most ill shaped
feet were so the first time the horse was
taken to the shop. Several in lain town
have the feet of their colts trimmed
every few months until they are shod,
and he never saw an imperfect foot on
one of them. Colts are born with perfect
feat. Nature intended them to run on
the ground constantly, and if they did,
their hoofs would wear away evenly,
but, instead, they are kept indoors five
months of the year; the hoofs become
long and break off in pieces from time
to time.
If a considerable piece breaks off at
the side the foot runs over like an old
boot, and the colt acquires the habit of
walking partially on the side of the foot,
which is very difficult to remedy. Some-
times both sides break off, leaving the
toe unnaturally long, thus throwing
more weight on the heels, causing them
to wear away faster than they sleauld.
This produces fiat feet. The uneven
breaking off of the hoof before the ani-
mal matures causes most of the imper-
fections in the feet of the horse, with re-
sultant ringbones, spavins, curbs and
other ailments. When a horse with a
bad foot comes to be shod, if it runs over
at the side, it should be leveled up gradu-
ally at several succeeding shoeings, by
making the shoe thicker at one side and
paring down the hoof a little the most
on the opposite side.
If the feet are flat the heel ahould be
left alone and the toes cut as far back as
it will answer at every shoeing. The
shoe should never bear on the sole of the
foot, but on the wall alone. If the sole
is low down and presents a convex sur-
face, as is often the case, the shoe should
either be made concave, to match, or
very narrow to fit only on the horny
shell. If the animal has contracted feet
the heels should be cut away all it will
do, as well as the horn on the bottom of
the foot, and the shoes should be beveled
out from the quarters bank, that the feet
may have a tendency to spread.
If the animal baa ringbone or any
stiffness in the joint the toes should be
cut back. This rule applies also to cases
of spavin, thoroughpin, curbs, etc. Bad
feet in horses are generally traceable to
inattention by man. The feet of colts
should be attended to once in three
months, from the time they are first
stabled in the fall until they reach ma-
turity, and then permanent good feet
will be assured. If agricultural societies
would employ a skillful man to shoe
horses at their fairs and give illustrative
lectures, they would accomplish more
good than they do now by aome of their
transactions.
Orchard Grass.
Orchard grass is particularly well
adapted to shaded lands and, when once
fairly established, is permanent in its
character and does not run out, as many
other giasses do. It withstands drought
well and is not easily winter killed. It
is not, however, an obstinate stayer like
the conch grass, and gives no trouble in
cultivated lauds. The chief objection to
it is its bunchy habit of growth: unless
very thickly sown it does not entirely
cover the ground, but grows in tufts, It
is best to mix it with clover for meadow,
or with blue grass for pasture, that the
ground may be all covered. If sown
alone two bushels to the acre should be
used, but if with others the quantity
may be proportionately less. As the seed
is small, it should be very lightly cov-
ered.
Warta ma Horse* and Mules.
Southern Cultivator vouches for the
following treatment for removing warts:
If the wart protrudes from the surface
or has a neck, tie a strong thread tightly
around the neck and let it remain until
the wart drops off, which will occur in
a few days; then treat as a simple sore,
anointing with lard ODCC a day. If not
pendulous, burn with some caustic-
lunar caustic, if near the eye: bluestone,
chloride of zinc, or a drop or two of
nitric acid, if elaewhere, repeating daily.
Then treat as before. When the warts
aro numerous and in a close matte, it
may be convenient to burn by touching
lightly with a red hot iron. then treat as
a sore.
One minitter has at length been found
who goes in for Sunday papers. He is
Rev. Willard Scott, pastor of the Con-
gregational church in Omaha. He said
at a ministers' meeting: "I think -the
Sunday newspaper better than any other
edition of the week. I never hear of a
person being deterred from attending
church by reading it. I do not know of
its having interfered with any Christian
work I have attempted to do."
There is cemplaint from all quarters
of bad roads in America. There is also
a popular cry of: Down with contract
penitentiary labor! Now, what is there
to hinder the employment of pre on con-
victs on the public highways all over the
country? By this means in a few years
we might have perfect roads...everywhere,
arid such employment of corrvict labor
would interfere with no freeman's trade..




Quite a Slumber of young ladies and
gentlemen ',;k Mr. Dade Green by
surprise SatuTday evening at lais resi-
dence, abouta milee south of town on
the Nashville road. The party en-
gaged a +tag-wagon as a convey-
ance and the Hopkinsville colored
string band to make the music for the
oveasion. Dancing was the principal
feature of the evening and was kept
up until the clock was striking the
hour for Sunday. The following is a
list of those present: Misses isiiirmine
lehanklin, Delia Fuqua, Mary Flack,
Ellen Young, Lida Donaldsoli, Susie
Tandy, Sallie Jessup, Lucie and
Green Henry, Jennie Winfree, Mar-
guerite Hypert, Lucie and Annie
Dade, Aibertine Wallis, Lies ie Long
and Lizzie Brouaugh. Messr s. Riley
Ely, Peter Fox, Gordon Nelso n, Allen
Hardison, P. D. .}19mmon t, eon*
Underwood, Quarles Mills, James
Cook, Nelson Fuqua, Jack Moore,
Hunter Wood, E. K. Ashby and Ed
McGee.
A Noble Gift.
At the close of 1889 the Joliet Stsel
company, of Joliet, presented to its
employes a gift which showed its appre-
ciation of those who make its prosperity.
The Joliet Steel company employed
1,b00 men. This year they will spend
their evenings and leisure time in a club
house as handsome as any in which
millionaires amuse themselves. The
house is a beauti•ail stone structure, three
stories high. eontains a hall for large
meetings and daucing, reeeption parlors.
• gymnasium, art gallery and lunch
rooms.
There is also a commodious swimming
tank. in which 800 steel workers mav
enjoy plunge at once. There is a hand-
some library. ciready containing 2,000
volumes, and 2.000 more volumes are to
be added during the year. Facilities
for amusements are ample. The billiard
room has six tables. The employes may My father was a scholar of pro-
hold parties and receptions in the build- found erudition and marvelous attain-
ing, with their families. They may use ments; he peeetrated further into the
it for a lecture room or opera house. or trcana of philosophy than any man
for ordinary social entertainment. The of his generation; but he was totally
house is hwited by steam and lighted by , destitute of personal 
ambition, and
electricity. at the eampanya expense. nevehcould be induced 
to put his dis•
They ale) pay for keeping it clean. 
covenes and speculations into literary
The company were generous enough 
form. Hence his name is unknown,
not to shackle their gift with restrictions 
and, eave to the private friends with
whom he conversed, not a few of
wiech would make it ungracious. Once whom have acquire.d great reputation
given to the employes, it is theirs. The be the flowering in them of germs
board of directors are chosen by them- that ke *anted* their minds, his gi-
ant iettellectual stature is as them& it
hail ^never been. A giant hee.Nras.
! physically as well as mentally; a
brave, well balanced nature, sunny
and clear as the day ; a great, Jove like
, head, with close curling beard and
hair. With ambition added, he would
have stood a head and shouldersabove
the mekers of history-a kin of the
My mother of another, stamp.
Site Wee beautifu , dark and peeler:el-
ate; asilecce in her loving as in her
hate* I ehave seen her throw her-
self upon my father's herculean
breast, her swarthy cheek awaited his
fair and ruddy one, her jet black hair
upon his yellow beard, her wild black
eyes gazing into the steady blue of his;
alingeng there like a snake, and keel-
ing him as the adder strikes poison
into its victim. But her hate-that is
scarcely to be described. Had destiny
made her a ruler of nations, like Semi-
ramis or Cleopatra, she would have
made their revenges look pale by con-
trast with hers; her cruelty towards
those who had kindled ber resentment
was as eaging and implacable as fire.
Not the agonv, not the death of her
enemies would satisfe her; she must
annihilate them, body and soul; and
yet would have them exist through an
eternity of torture. But enough; such
were my parents.
I was their only child, and I in-
herited from both. My father's brain
dwelt in the nature of my mother; but
tbe two influences counteracted each
other. I had not his careless serenity,
nor her concentration and vividness
of emotional nianifestation. I appear-
ed cold and ascetic; my passions were
intense. but they were silent and hid-
den. The only fire which I permitted
to reveal itself was that which flamed
in the furnace of my intellect-the
devouring resolve to know and fathom
all things, And, indeed, I absorbed
knowledge with an ease and swiftness
that astonished every one: Before I
was 20 I knew all that the universities
can teach, and could have acted as
profeesor in any branch of either clas-
sical or scientific study. But all this
was to me but as the lowest ruug of
the ladder on which I purposed to as-
cend beyond the clouds. My ambi-
tion transcended the limits of human
achievement in the past, and contem-
plated conquests of domains which
heretofore the eye of man had not
been opened even to contemplate.
Master of life and death, of space and
time, of matter and spirit-not less
than this was my aspiration. I be-
lieved in my unequaled destiny, and
was deeply determined to fulfill it.
One faculty I possessed that neither
my father nor my mother ever mani-
fested-that unexplained power of the
soul to be free, at will, from the prej-
udice of time and space and the veils
of physical substance. This endowed
me with a singular control over the
thoughts and impreesions of others,
and showed me upon how simple a
foundation the magic exploits of the
wizards of all epochs are based. But
magic is only seeming-a specious il-
lusion wrought on sense. My aim was
to make the seeming an actuality. I
wished to create and to autehliate,
not to trifle with phantoms and jug-
gleries. •
I kept a gray Russian wolf in my
garden-one of the most mvage of its
species. Ile was chained to a tree;
not that I feared him, but that I
wished his savageness to remain una-
bated. Daily I visited him, stared into
his mad eyes, and studied his nature.
The wolf. the wildest and moist relent-
less of all savage beasts, is the most
closely allied of all to the foundations
of human nature. After contempla-
ting him for awhile I would feel my-
self (mitering into his instiucts and
cravings, aye, and outdoing him in
ferocity a it d brutal bloodthirstiness.
My comprehension of him cowed him;
lie would crouch and howl and strive
to break his chain, lest I should spring
upon him and rend him. That which
in man we call love is in the wolf-
the undeveloped man-fear and ha-
tred. He feared and hated me, and
I loved him for his few. and hatred.
The scent of his hot breath and shaggy
fur soothed and pleased me, the glare
of his yellow eyes moved me to laugh-
ter, and his snarling and whining
tickled my very heart. From such
communions I returned refreshed and
stimulated; they appeased me, and
left me kindly and geniaL Man, like
a fool, would ever keep himself within
his own narrow castle. Let him
emerge and invite to himself the wild
forces of nature, which-, indeed, is but
his inchoate self, and the springs of
his life will become as the exhaustless
wells of Artesia, which are fed from
the hidden reservoirs of the planet
affirmed by philosophers that
the love of woman enfeebles the ac-
tions of the mind of than and balks
ambition. I meditated much upon this
dogma, doubting its soundnese Wo-
man is to man as his own self-as that
which is supremely dear and intimate
to hue. We yearn to endow ourselves
with all powers and pleasures; and by
making 11:01711ill ours. when yet she
wears a separate form and aspect, we
enjoy her pleasure in our gifts, while
not forfeiiieg our own therein.
Weat WOMIDI but the concrete
manifest:item of that metaphysical
subtlety, man's selfhood-that which
distinguishes lein from the animal-
lhe unconscious being-for whom is
no choice, no right and wrong, no
conscience? In loving woman, we
love the human quality in ourselves
--the person that eiu•li of us is, and
that burns to subjugate and outdo all
rival persons. Were it not for her, we
should forget our separatenese as in-
dividuals, mid relapse eau the univer-
sal man, who knows no difference be-
tween himself and that which sur-
rounds him. Now, I hold that the
love, yea, the worship of self, is at the
root of all great achievement, and
therefore that the union with or ab-
sorption into myself of a woman har-
moniously endowed would strengthen
and not wcakeit my faculties and
designs. Those imbeciles, indeed, who
permit the woman to draw them away
from the pursuit of tbeir proper ends.
and to bewilder them with mere sensu-
ous beauty and charm-of them I
speak not. But he who knows how to
uggrandize his own being to the extent
of that of the woman, he surely may
invite her with confidence and enjoy
her with profit.
I had arrived at this conclusion be-
fore I met Irene, and so could not
have been influenced to it by any con-
sideration of the freshness and splen-
doe of her loveliness. No woman more
nearly perfect in all feminine charms
could have existed; from the arch of
her brow to the curve of her foot, I
found no flaw in her. We were natur-
ally mated, too, as tongue to thought;
for I was tall anti strong, and of grace-
ful symmetry, with dark features,
straight and fine; and she, though
slender, wait rounded in every part,
supple and active, yeewithal stately al
the Greek Artemis, whose ideal linear
meets hers resembled. In her blue
eyes there were both softness and fire;
and her clear voice vibrated in the lie-
teners soul. 'We formed the perfect
whole of male and female-the thew-
lth and the seal. In her I recognized
the softer ranges of my own nature,
mid to her I might stand as thee im-
IDEALITY.
They bniught honor, loyalty tu truth,
A as tit. keen justice, Lod an W
Vet stern-those grand old Puritan*, in essith-
As that wild shore when winter winds were
A light, a fire, a something mix:keit theta still
A light that waked in sweet Preioilla eye.;
A fire that dashed, •leflant ••f Maguire,
'through many a heart devoid of outward rut:.•:
A something horn of heaven that never dies.
In that {ChM toil, beneath Its rock and snow,
A spirit slumbered, biding WI its hiair.
The spirit wakes, the seastos Culla, and go.
tint the wide land is glad with fruit and Bower.
l'iu• years roll on. and 1,.. that subtle power
Those stem hearts vainly strove to crush In
Han fin...6"1 Itit::.n's souls to higher, holier alm
From Maine., dart pines to Rio (Irande's flue,
Front sea to sea a deathless. heaven hors
CitiAlarml.:;.te Thunitou in Ilarpers Weekly.
THE WERE WOLF.
selves from among themselves. They
have full control and management. The
conditions texxitupanying tuag-nifi-
cent gift are few and eireple. They are
that no intexivating liquors shall be sold
on the premines. that no bettiug or gam-
bling shall be allowed n its w a a.
that the members shall beh • pro-
priety and not injure theepro
Auallv that no political or rell
meetings shall ever be held witbin the
building. That club house is,netitral in
politics and religion.
May not this leautiful home for the
steel workers be a prophecy of the time
when employers and employes *hall no
longer look on each other as nt4trral en-
emies? In lae presentation address the
vice president of the company said:
••We say to you in conclusion, be men.
We put you on your honor; think, speak,
act as men in this club You will find
no signs up in the rooms with the word
ia them: no notice 'to 'Use the
spittoone"wipe your boots."take off
your hat,' and so forth.
"We look to you to acquit yourselves
like men, and to be honest with us and
with each other in the use of all your
privileges and thereby justify the confi-
dence we repose in you."
NJaro.
Two German explorers. Dr. Hans
Meyer and Professor PurtscheUer, have
had the thrilling experience of a climb
to the topmost peak of Kilima Njaro, the
great snow mountain of Africa. almost
under the equator.
The mountain is volcanic in origin.
About the foot of it is a plateau 14,450
feet above the sea level (heady three
milese Even at atilt height the spow
line was not visible. Nearly half a mile
further climbing brought them in sight
of the first snow in the sheltered crevices
of the rocks, 16,500 feet above the sea.
The mountain side is rugged and savage.
Three miles above the sea level at one
point le what is called the valley of gla-
ciers, full of peaks and fields of ice.
with tremendous clefts and fissures in
them. When Africa is civilized. here
will be a fortune to some enterprising
Atuerican company-supplying ice from
Keene Njaro to the whole Dark Conti-
nent.
Oct. 5 the two explorers ••bivouacked
in the Lava cave," 15,200 feet above their
fellow men. Next day they climbed the
topmost peak of Kilima Njaro, 19.680
feet high, and there planted the German
flag. Dr. Meyer proposes to call the
point Kaiser Wilhelm peak. From this
height the explorers laaked into a vast
volcanic crater girdled by a belt of ice.
The description sounds like Rider Ilag-
gard's novels. The Kibs crater, as it is
called, is 660 feet deep, and in the center
rises a perfect volcanic cone, 500 feet
high.
The contest between the French and
English Canadians grows more bitter.
and the outcome is watched with great
interest. A bill has been introduced into
the Dominion parliament to repeal the
act permitting the use of French as an
official language in the Northwest terri-
tories. This natural e enraged the FrenchIC
Canadian membe , who are almost pre-
pared to give up t eir lives before their
language, although it is very bad
French indeed. It is not impossible that
the result of the ill feeling between the
two factions may result in an attempt at
separation. Will scenes be enacted in
the Canadian parliament such as oc-
curred in the American congress of 1859-
60? Should there be a split, one or both
the factions would naturally turn to the
United States for consolation amid an-
nexation.
Gladstone says the time is ripe for the
settlement of various questions. Among
these are home rule for Ireland and
church disestablislunent in Scotland and
Wales. The G. 0. M. does not add dis-
establishment in England. He would
cut oft the dog's tail an inch at a time.
He is ready to reform the house of lords
at any time, however, and says so. He
favors home rule in Scotland and Wales;
in course of time thinks British children
ought to have free education, the same
as in America. and would give a gen-
eral overhauling to the dwellings of the
poor.
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn.. says: ••I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixturte to cure
my child of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
[mule eure." For Rale by all drag-
gists.
In Memoriam.
The Woman's Mission Society of
the Hopkinsville Baptist chureh
mourn the loss, by death, of one or
our members, Mrs. Mollie Campbell
Edmunds.
About the year 18O7, our sister gave
her heart to Christ, and was baptized
by Rev. A. D. Sears into the fellow-
ship of the Hoekinmville Baptist
church. The genuineness of that
profession was thoroughly teeted dur-
ing her loug period of bodily weak-
ness and suffering. Her disitatisfac-
tion with her 'pirated at' ainmeuts,
her delight in prayer, and her hearty
reliance upon the Diviue promises
gave full evidence that she had been
born of the Spirit, and that a heppy
immortality awaited her. Hence,
while we gladly put on record our
high appreciation of her attraetive
social qualities, with still greater
pleseure do we exprers our love for
her as a Christian. We extend to
that dear family in their bert•ave-
meet our warmest sympathy, or
rather we claitn the privilege of being
sharers of their grief, and sharers
also of the comfort whieli they drive
from the Divine declaration: "Bles-
sed are the dead who die in the
Lord."
By order of the Society, who desire
that copies of this obituary may be
sent to tee city papers for publica-
tion.
Mew. J. le DAuo,
Mus. E. M• FLACK, - Corn.
MRS. W. F. GAitNNETT.i
Larayette hitoonies.
LA FA1 erre, Feb. ee_m ism J acobs,
of Princeton, Kee is the guest of Miss
Gertie Griffin this week.
J. P. Stubblefield will eommence
protracted meeting at Pee Dee to-
morrow. He will be assisted by Rev.
Collins, of Fulton, Ky.
The wheat in this neighborhood is
gmwing very fast, so much so that
the farmers are pasturing their cattle
on it.
Rev. Hurbert, the colored preaeher
of tide place, has been riett sick this
week, but is now thought to be better.
Master Montague Griffin is back
from a obi), t visit to relatives iu
Princeton, Ky. Enos.
embrace the fertile and enchanted
pand itself, secure and fortunate.
To induce her to identify herself
wholly with me was my first care. I
axiieted out to her theeheighte to
M•nag. JAMES WEST, lialeoman
LANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
was killed on Sept. 28, 1789, by a kick 
Tobacco Commission Merchants
HOPKINSVILLE.
pregnable mountain wall viethin whose a Tear. In 1788 he married Mimi
valley of her womanhood could ex- opinions coincided with his own. He
trying to tram OD a Dew gerFour mouths free storage to planters. 
KENTUCKY.from a young horse, which lie was
Scotsman.
which I meant to soar; depths which
I purposed to search out: the obstacles
that I was preparing to overthrew,
But she would rest her eyes on mine
in long look. until I felt the great
things I grasped at were but the shad-
ows of greatness-having which I
should yet have nothing, but ever be
led on to other shadows, which, in
turn dissolving, would reveal still
others endleesly. And then my self- I
hood would seem to dwindle and wax 1
unsubstantial, and in my heart a quiet
but mighty impulse, like the flowing
of the tide, urged me to cast ull at her
gracious feet, and find in her a greater
recompense than the conquest of the
world Itself and its secret. It was an
impulse that bade me declare myself
nothing, and to forsake all ambition
save to win her nect•ptatice of my hom-
age. Tles I read in her eyes. or seemed
to read; to forsake my own exultation
and find exaltation in her; to make it
my honor to honor her; so to live as
to make her life lovely. Thin only
would be real and immortal; all else
was builded of death, amid death would
be the end of it.
Disturbed by these misgivings, I
would go forth from the spell of her
presence, and walk in the garden until
the moon climbed above the dark
manses of the yew trees, and the howl
of the gray wolf rode on the air like
the cry of a demon. Then would I
draw near to him, and cast myself on
the stony ground where he crouched
and snarled, and, resting my chin upon
my hands, I would peer into the glare
ef his yellow eyes, amid mark the hun-
tur grin of his teeth 
and the thick
bristling. roued his neck. Wild
and hideous in truth lie was; but at
length, as I watched him, the delight
of the beast would begin to course
through iny pulses, and my breath
came short aud thick, and undula-
tions, red like blood, quivered before
my sight.
The spirit of the wolf spoke in my
mind, egying that life was battle and
intirdeic and that he who was fiercest
aud sternest Wes the turvivor and the
toaster. The only enduring monu-
ments of iturnin greatnees were those
whose stones were cemented with hu-
man blood --the blood of week and
credulous hearts. Read in Abe souls
of those whose memory posterity has
worshiped, and you shall find in their
depths the record of nierciless and sav-
age deeds that the world calls crimes,
but which the wise knots- to be the in-
evitable steps whereby the mount ol
vision may be ascende& The indolent,
and aimless multitude beguile them-
selves with piety and patience--empty
words to disguise their cowardice and
impotence. The few who have the
courage to look existence in the face
and measure it, and the fortitude to
trample under foot all the teWeer de-
lusions of romance, charity and mercy
--to them, and to them alone, is the
triumph and the fame. So the spirit
of the wolf entered into me and spoke,
till I gnashed my teeth as he gnashed
hbli
o.ods  anbdurfnelint gthaet nilnymetiantraiblelsthirst for
One day Irene and I sat on the ter-
race overlooking the garden, and as
we sat she put out her hand amid laid
it in mine. She was beautiful beyond
the wont even of her beauty, and
there was a kind of sacredness in her
neighborhood like music on a moun-
tain, or the purity of flowers at dawn.
Yet at that time I was in the mood of
the gray wolf, amid while I softly
premed ler hand I felt a longing to
leap upon her and tear her white flesh
with my teeth, and despoil and tram-
ple her.
"What are your thoughts, Lucan!"
she asked.
"Of you, Irene-always of you," I
answered, quietly.
Then the wolf howled below in the
garden, and struggled with his chain.
"Why do you keep that wild beast.
my love she said. ••loose him. and
let Itiin slink back to his own desert
He seems to come between us; and
last night I dreamed that lie crept in
beside me as I slept, and I felt his
fangs at my timed. How call you
love him and rue?"
••The world is wide," I said, "and
the tree whose branches reach toward
heaven has its roots in hell. But come
with me into the garden, and it shall
be as you wish."
So we went down together, still
hand in hand. The red suu sank be-
hind the yew trees, and a breeze arose,
swaying their dark tops to and fro. as
if they nodded to one another, and
murmured of some fearful deed. But We never apeculate directly Of Indirectly In tobacco.our Cuatumers and best prima obtained. Advisee* made on
I drew Irene on, and she walked be- st owner'. unleas otherwise instructed in writing
side me fearlessly, holding her sweet
head like a flower. We came to a di-
viding of the path; one way led to the
plot where the roses ° gi-ew, and the
other to the 'wolf. The perfume of
the rosescame to us on the air. Irene
said:
"Let us rather the roses."
But I heard the hungry beeatbing
of the wolf. and I said:
"Come this way.' led her down
that path.
The wolf cowered back in the shad-
ow as we approached. Then I stepped
to the tree and loosed his chain. And
with a snare of rage he leapt on Irene
and tore her throat with his teeth, and,
bearing her to the earth, drank her
blood. At that sight the fury of the
slaughter came upon me also, and I
threw myself upon him and wrenched
hint away from her, growling, "She
is for me !‘' But he sprang at me again,
and we rolled over and over, rending
each other in deadly conflict, while a
mad joy flamed up in my heart. At
length I prevailed, and he lay there
strangled and lifelass. But, as I rose
and looked at him, behold! it was not
the wolf that lay there, but my own
body, bloody and disfigured; and 1,
the victor, was the wolf, with grin-
ning, fangs and bristling hair. And a
spirit, with a face like Irene's, but se
vere and terrible, stood above me with
a drawn sword. Whereupon I uttered
a howl of fear and anguish, and,
turning, fled as a wolf before the
point of the sword, until I lost myself
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Virginia Street, Between 8th and 9th, Hopkinsvilie, Ky.
We will duplicate any monumental work put up in Christian county By may rondo
dealer and discount their price from 10 to 25 per cent
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
N 1NTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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Sp- cial Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
T. . HANCOCK, Salesman, W. J. Ely, Bohr-Keeper.
Central.i.Tobacco.'.Warehouse,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
H. H. ABERNATHY. Proprietor.
Personal attention paid to sampling and selling tobacco.
Thomas Day's EceentrielNes.
Thomas Day, the author pf "San-
ford and Merton," a book which sev-
eral generations of children have
heartily enjoyed for its stories with-
out bestowing a thought on its phil-
osophy, was born at Weliclose square.
in 1748. His father held a place in the
custom house, and left him a fortune
of .EI.200 a year. He was educated at
the Charter house and Oxford, and
spent serne time in France, where lie
received the new philosophy of educa-
tion. Having resolved on marriage
he determined that his wife should be
modeled in accordance with the new
light. He, therefore. went to an or-
phan asylum lit Shrewsbury and
picked out a flaxen haired girl of 12,
whom he named Sabrina Sidney, after
the Severn end Algernon Sidney. and
then to the Foundling hospital in
London, where he seleeted a second,
whom he called Lucretia.
In Liking these girls he gave a writ-
ten pledge that within a year he would
place one of them with a tradesman,
giving 1:100 to feed her apprenticeship,
and that he would maintain her if she
should turn out well until she married
or commenced business, in either of
which case he would advance £500.
With Sabrina and Lucretia he bet off
for France, in order that in quiet he
might discover and discipline their
characters. He, however, quarreled
with the girls. Next day they took
smallpox, and he had to nurse them
night and day, and by and by he was
glad to return to London ana get Lu-
cretia offehis hands by apprenticing
her ton millineron Ludgate 1.ill. She
behaved well, and on her marriage to
a substantial linen draper Day cheer-
fully produced his promised dowry of
£500. Poor Sethrina could by no means
qualify for Mr. Day.
:Against the settee of pain and dan-
ger no discipline could fortify her.
When Day dropped melting sealing
wax on her arms she flinched, and
when he tired pistols at her garments
she started and screamed. When he
told her secrets she divulged them. He p
packed her off Loan ordinary boarding 
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school, kept her there for titree years.
allowed her £50 a year, and gave her
£500 on her marriage to a barrister,
and when she became a widow, with
two 13ioys, lie pensioned her ixith £30
Mi nes, of Wakefield, a lady whose
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